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CASCADE ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF 

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS OF INFINITE 

DIMENSIONAL LINEAR SYSTEMS 

by 

Lon E. Carpenter 

Dr. Joseph A. Ball 

Department of Mathematics 

(Abstract) 

Problems of cascade connections (synthesis) and decomposition (analysis) are analyzed for 

two classes of linear systems with infinite dimensional state spaces, namely, 1) admissible 

systems in the sense of Bart, Gohberg and Kaashoek and 2) regular systems as recently 

introduced by Weiss. For the class of BGK-admissible systems, it is shown that the product 

of two admissible systems is again admissible and that a Wiener-Hopf factorization problem 

can be solved just as in the finite-dimensional case. For the class of regular systems, it 

is shown that the cascade connection of a rational stable and antistable system has an 

additive stable-antistable decomposition; this involves giving a distribution interpretation 

to the solution of a linear Sylvester equation involving unbounded operator coefficients. As 

an application, some preliminary work is presented toward obtaining a state space solution 

of the sensitivity minimization problem for a pure delay plant.
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0.2 Introduction 

For the study of rational matrix functions, a highly successful approach has been 

the representation of the function as the transfer function of a linear system. By a linear 

system we mean a system of ordinary differential equations 

z(t) = Az(t)+ Bu(t), 2(0) = x 

y(t) = C2(t) + Du(t) (0.2.1) 

where A, B,C, D are finite matrices of appropriate sizes. Here z(t) is the state vector, 

lying in the state space X, u(-) is the input function with values in the input space U, 

usually taken to be at least locally norm square integrable on (0,00), and y(-) is the output 

function with values in the output space Y. The system is said to be finite dimensional 

if X, U and Y are all finite dimensional. One can solve the differential equation for z(t) 

explicitly to obtain 

a(t) = eA'ay + [ eAl-7) Bu(r) dr 

and then substitute this into the second equation to obtain the output y(t) directly in terms 

of the input u(t) and the initial state zo: 

t 
y(t) = CeA*ag + [ CeAl-7) Bu(r) dr + Du(t). 

0 

Upon taking the Laplace transform with initial state ro taken to be 0, we obtain that 

the transformed output function §(s) is related to the transformed input function %(s) via 

multiplication by a matrix function W(s). If zo = 0, the relationship is given by 

9(s) = W(s)a(t) 

where 

W(s) = D+C(sI — A)"'B (0.2.2) 

is called the transfer function of the linear system. Since 

1 adj(sI — A) 

(s1— Ay" = det(sI — A)



it is clear that W(s) is a proper rational matrix function. Conversely, by the realization 

theorem of linear systems theory (see [29]), it is known that any proper rational matrix 

function can be expressed in terms of four matrices (A,B,C, D) as the transfer function 

of a linear system. This has proved to be a great aid in the mathematical study of ra- 

tional matrix functions for their own sake. Indeed, cascade connections (or synthesis) of 

such systems produces the product, sum or linear fractional composition of the correspond- 

ing transfer functions while conversely, cascade decomposition (or analysis) of the system 

lead to factorizations or additive (or more generally linear fractional) decompositions of 

the transfer function (see Bart, Gohberg and Kaashoek [6], Gohberg, Lancaster and Rod- 

man [23], Wonham [44]). Many practical problems in operator and systems theory (e.g. 

solving Wiener-Hopf integral equations, matrix Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation, Nehari ap- 

proximation, problems in H®-control theory) can be reduced to factorization problems 

for matrix-valued functions of various types (e.g. Wiener-Hopf or spectral, coprime, or J- 

inner-outer factorization). More recently it has been shown how factorization per se can be 

bypassed and one can obtain solutions of many such problems by more direct manipulation 

of state space objects (see Ball, Gohberg and Rodman [3]). The same technique applies as 

well to the study of interpolation problems for rational matrix functions (see Ball, Gohberg 

and Rodman [3]). 

However many linear systems in practice are not finite dimensional. Such linear 

systems are often modeled by a system of partial differential equations or functional ordinary 

differential equations. The input space U and the output space Y are still physical, natural 

finite dimensional linear spaces, but the state space necessarily is infinite dimensional and is 

more delicate to make precise. A representation of the transfer function of the form W(s) = 

D + C(sI — A)~'B is more problematic. A natural first step is to assume A, B,C, D are 

all bounded linear operators, but the operator A acts on an infinite dimensional Hilbert (or 

more generally Banach) space X. This generalization is straight forward; all the formalism 

concerning cascade connections and decompositions goes through as in the finite dimensional 

case. Of course in practice the issue of finding nontrivial invariant subspaces for infinite 

dimensional operators remains. However, this class of systems leaves out most physically 

interesting examples. A next level of generalization is to assume that B and C are bounded



operators but that A is a (possible unbounded) generator of a Co-semigroup (see Hille and 

Philips [26], Pazy [32]). This enlarges the class of systems and transfer functions but still 

leaves out many physically important examples. A beginning toward a more inclusive theory 

was made in the influential book by Curtain and Pritchard [16]. 

Recently Bart, Gohberg and Kaashoek {7]-[10], introduced a class of systems 

(which we shall call BGK-admissible) with a representation of the form (0.2.1) with only 

the operator B bounded. On the frequency domain side, Bart, Gohberg and Kaashoek have 

described the class of functions having realizations as transfer functions of BGK-admissible 

systems, while Salamon [36], Pritchard and Salamon [33], Callier and Desoer [12] and Lo- 

gemann [31] have introduced various special classes of functions which arise in stabilization 

problems for infinite dimensional linear systems. Recently there has been some effort made 

to unify and clarify the relationships among these various special classes of functions. For 

example Curtain [14] discussed the connection between transfer functions of Pritchard and 

Salamon systems and the Callier and Desoer class. 

Current works by Weiss [40]-[43] have systematically developed earlier work of 

Helton [24], Salamon ([36], [37]) and Pritchard and Salamon [33] to describe precisely the 

sense in which a representation of the form (0.2.1) holds for a general abstract well-posed 

linear system. The works by Weiss [40]-[43] and Curtain and Weiss [18] identify the class of 

regular linear systems as a large subclass of abstract linear systems which comprise many 

abstract linear systems of practical interest. A system is regular if its output function 

corresponding to a step input function and its zero initial state has the property that its 

average over [0,7] has a limit as r — 0. Equivalently, a system is regular if its transfer 

function has a strong limit at infinity (along the real axis). Weiss has shown that this class 

of systems has a meaningful representation in the form of (0.2.1), like finite dimensional 

systems. 

The precise meaning of the system (0.2.1) for infinite dimensional systems has been 

clarified. It remains to investigate to what extent algebraic manipulations of the quadruple 

of operators (A, B,C’, D) can be used to solve factorization, interpolation and optimization 

problems for infinite dimensional linear systems. The first step is to try techniques analogous 

to what has been so successful over the past three decades for the finite dimensional case.



There has already been some preliminary work in this direction. Lasiecka and Triggiani 

[30] and Pritchard and Salamon [33] have results on how to reduce the quadratic optimal 

control problem to solving a Riccati equation with unbounded coefficients. Also Ran [34] 

and Curtain and Ran [17] performed a J-spectral factorization of the transfer functions of 

an infinite dimensional system in state space terms to solve a model reduction problem. 

Bart, Gohberg and Kaashoek [6] discuss Wiener-Hopf factorization in state space terms for 

the class of BGK-admissible systems to solve Wiener-Hopf integral equations. 

Although the meaning of the system (0.2.1) and its transfer function (0.2.2) have 

been clarified for the case where the state space is infinite dimensional, manipulation of 

such systems to solve problems in the same way as is done for finite dimensional systems 

often leads to technical difficulties. Even a basic question, such as how to compose two 

systems of the form (0.2.1) to get a system whose transfer function is the product of the 

transfer functions of the original systems, is nontrivial. The purpose of this thesis is to 

demonstrate how some of the finite dimensional machinery can be extended to infinite 

dimensional settings. 

Chapters 1 and 2 deal only with BGK-admissible systems while Chapters 3 and 4 

deal with the more general class of regular systems. The main goal of Chapter 1 is to obtain 

rigorous state space formulas for the factors X, and X_ of a right canonical Wiener-Hopf 

factorization W(A) = X_(A)X4(A) in terms of given BGK-admissible realizations for the 

factors Y; and Y_ of a left canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization W(A) = Y;(A)Y_(A) of the 

same function W(A); this is done in Section 1.4. This extends work of Ball and Ran [5] on 

the case where Y; and Y_ are rational; the special case where Y; = Y_(—A)*J is implicit 

in the work of Ran [34]. Section 1.2 discusses the solution of operator Sylvester equations 

where the coefficients may be unbounded. This section also gives a direct constructive 

state space proof that the product of a stable and an antistable BGK-admissible system is 

again BGK-admissible. While this is all that is needed for the left versus right Wiener-Hopf 

factorization issue, the natural question arises as to whether the product of two BGK- 

admissible systems is again BGK-admissible. This issue is resolved directly in a state space 

context in Section 1.4. A more implicit form of the product realization can be deduced 

from the realization theorem in [10]. The proof calls for some subtle results concerning



perturbations of generators of semigroups from Hille and Philips [26]. The results of Chapter 

1 and 2 have been announced in Ball and Carpenter [2]. 

The main goal of Chapter 3 and 4 is to develop the theory necessary to obtain a 

rigorous state space solution of the weighted sensitivity minimization problem for a pure 

delay plant. While this goal was not achieved in full, we do present some partial results 

which should be of interest in their own right. The strategy for solving the weighted 

sensitivity minimization problem is as follows. The first step is to reduce it to a Nehari 

problem in a standard way (see [19]). The Nehari problem is to find the distance of a 

given function P to the subspace of all stable matrix functions in the L®-norm along the 

imaginary axis. To solve this problem, it is convenient to decompose P as P = P, + P_ 

where P, is stable and P_ is antistable. The second step is then to replace P with P_ 

and consider the Nehari problem for P_. By the method of Ball and Helton [11], a linear 

fractional parameterization for the set of all solutions can be obtained via a J-inner-outer 
~ 

factorization of the matrix function L = - |. The third step is to obtain state space 
0 ] 

formulas for the J-inner factor O and the J-outer factor R in a J-inner-outer factorization 

L = OR of L. In terms of R, one can back solve to obtain a linear fractional formula for 

the set of stabilizing compensators which achieve the desired level of performance of the 

weighted sensitivity. 

Chapter 3 introduces regular systems, develops their elementary properties and 

shows that step 2 of the above procedure for solving the weighted sensitivity minimization 

problem can be done successfully for a pure delay plant. This involved solving a Sylvester 

equation of a type more general than that treated in Chapter 1. The solution in this case 

must be interpreted in the sense of distributions. Also addressed in Chapter 3 is an issue 

not needed for the sensitivity minimization problem, namely, when is the product of a 

stable and antistable regular system again regular. We give sufficient conditions for this 

to be true. This is the analogue of a question addressed in Chapter 1 for BGK-admissible 

systems. Chapter 4 introduces the sensitivity minimization problem, presents the above 

solution procedure in more detail and implements the procedure to the extent possible at 

this writing for the case of the plant corresponding to a pure delay. Several basic issues are



left open for future work. 

We should mention that there has been a series of papers by Foias and Tannenbaum 

and associates on a ”skew-Toeplitz” frequency domain approach to H-control problems 

for distributed parameter systems (see [20] and [22]). However, given the recent advances 

in state space theory for distributed parameter systems in general, it is only natural to 

investigate to what extent state space formulas can also be found; these should lead to 

complementary insights on the problem.



Chapter 1 

Left versus Right Wiener-Hopf 

Factorization for Matrix Functions 

Analytic in a Strip 

1.1 Introduction 

Section 1.2 contains definitions and important properties previously established 

for the class of matrix functions analytic in a strip. In Section 1.3 we collect various basic 

preliminaries needed for the work of Section 1.4; these include a proof of the fact that the 

product of a stable and an antistable BGK-admissible system is again BGK-admissible, 

and an analysis of how to solve certain types of Sylvester equations with unbounded coef- 

ficients. Finally in Section 1.4, we give explicit state space formulas for construction of a 

right Wiener- Hopf factorization in terms of BGK-admissible realizations for the factors of a 

left Wiener-Hopf factorization; this generalizes work of Ball and Ran [5] for the finite dimen- 

sional case. The case where the given left Wiener-Hopf factorization W(A) = Y;(A)¥Y_(A) 

has the form W(A) = [Y_(—A*)J]¥_(A) is implicit in Ran [34].



1.2 Notations, Definitions and Properties 

This section introduces the definitions and notation necessary to define the class 

of transfer functions that we will refer to as BGK-admissible. Let m be a positive integer 

and let C denote the complex numbers. By D]'(#) we denote the linear subspace of 

L?(R) = £1(R; C™”) consisting of all f € L7(R) for which there exists g € L7*(R) such that 

fi.g(s)ds a.e. on (—00, 0], 
f(t) = oo 

— fe? g(s)ds a.e. on (0,00). 

Let X be a complex Banach space. The operators A: D(A) ~ X, B:C™ — X 

and C': D(A) > C™ are linear operators and w < 0 is a negative real number. 

Definition 1.2.1 The operator A: X — X is exponentially dichotomous, if A is densely 

defined (i.e. the domain D(A) of A is dense in X) and X admits a topological direct sum 

decomposition X = X_ @ Xy with the following properties: 

1. the decomposition reduces A, (i.e. D(A) = (D(A) N X_) @ (D(A) NM X4) and 

A: D(A) X_ _ X_, A: D(A) X4 - X,), 

2. the restriction of —A to X_, denoted A_, is the infinitesimal generator of an expo- 

nentially decaying strongly continuous semigroup, 

3. the restriction of A to X4, denoted Ax, is the infinitesimal generator of an expo- 

nentially decaying strongly continuous semigroup of the same exponential type as that 

generated by the restriction of —A. 

We define the term bisemigroup to represent the two semigroups generated by the restric- 

tions of the dichotomous operator A in the following manner. 

Definition 1.2.2 The bisemigroup generated by the dichotomous operator A, denoted 

E(t; A), is defined as follows 

—e'A- Pr, t<0, 
E(t; A)z = (1.2.1) 

e'A+(I~P)z, t>0,



where the exponential notation is being abused to represent strongly continuous semigroups 

generated by A, and A_. Here P. denotes the projection of X onto X_, parallel to Xx. 

Definition 1.2.3 (see [7/) Suppose A: X — X is an exponentially dichotomous operator 

of exponential type w <0, and let P. be its separating projection. Then 

-1 
Pr = 
a OF 

h+ico 

| t (Al — A)" A2a dd, 
h ~ioo A? 

for x € D(A”), where h is any real number strictly between 0 and —w. 

It is restrictive to require both semigroups to have the same exponential decay rate, therefore 

we define the concept of exponential type. 

Definition 1.2.4 The bisemigroup E(t; A) is of exponential type w < 0 if and only tf for 

every a, 0 >a>vw, 

sup e~ ll | E(t; A) || dt < co. 
t#0 

Definition 1.2.5 (see [10]) The triple 6 = (A,B,C) is BGK-admissible if the following 

conditions are satisfied: 

1. A is exponentially dichotomous of exponential type w, 

2. D(C) D D(A) and C is A-bounded, 

3. there exists a linear operator Ag: X — LT*(R) such that 

(a) _ 
sup eH (Aga)(t)|| dt < 00, (1.2.2) 

II2|[<1 ¥-20 

(b) Ag maps D(A) into D7? (R®) and 

Apt = CE(t, A)a for x € D(A). (1.2.3) 

Remark 1.2.6 If Ag is bounded from X to LT*(R) then (1.2.2) follows automatically.



Since B is a linear operator from the finite dimensional space C™ into X, B is 

bounded. Also Definition 1.2.5.3a implies that Ag is bounded and maps X into LT:,(%), 

where L7(#) = {f € LT(R) | e~“l4l f(t) € L™(R)}. Using 3b from above and the fact that 

D(A) is dense in X, one sees that Ag is determined uniquely. Since w is negative, L7’,(¥) 

is a linear subspace of L7’(#). The spaces X and C™ are respectively called the state space 

and the input/output space of the triple 6. 

Next we introduce an operator I's : L7'(R) — X which depends only on A and B. 

We define Ig by 

Ted = / E(t; A)B9(t) dt. (1.2.4) 

Note in this context the finite dimensionality of C” implies the operator function F(-; Ay) By 

is continuous on iR/{0} with a (possible) jump at the origin, all with respect to the operator 

norm topology. Thus I is well-defined, linear and bounded operator. 

Proposition 1.2.7 (see [10]) Let 0 be BGK-admissible, and let Tg be as in (1.2.4). Then 

[9 is compact and maps DY’ into D(A). 

Suppose 6 = (A,B,C) is BGK-admissible. For fixed y in C™ (the input/output 

space of 6), AgBy € LT (KR). Thus the expression 

ke(t)y= AgBy(t) ae. on R (1.2.5) 

determines a unique element kg of L}"?)"(#). We call ke the kernel associated with 6. 

Since kg € LDX™(R) C LT*™(R) and 6 satisfies Definition 1.2.5, the bilateral lw 

  

Laplace transform kg of kg is an analytic m x m matrix function on the strip |ReA| < —w. 

More explicitly, we have the following. 

Theorem 1.2.8 (see [10]) Let 6 be BGK-admissible. The transfer function of 0, denoted 

We(A) equals I — k(A) where k(A) is given by 

ke(A) = -C(AIT- A)71B |ReA| < —w. (1.2.6) 

Theorem 1.2.9 (see [10]) Let 6 be BGK-admissible. The fact that C is an A-bounded 

operator implies C(AI—.A)~! is a well-defined bounded linear operator depending analytically 

on X in the strip |Red| < —w. 

10



We now establish the relationship between the inverse of the transfer funtion, 

W(X) = [J — &(A)]~}, and the kernel of the cross system, &*(A). Let k € Ly[8,L(Y)], 

where Y is a finite dimensional complex linear space with a norm. If we assume that 

det({ — k(A)) 4 0 for all imaginary \, then a well-known result of Wiener (see [39], chap. 

VII) asserts that [J — &(A)]! is of the same form as J — k(A). More precisely, we obtain the 

existence of a unique k* € 1,(R, £(Y)) such that 

- ka) =1- ka) =1- f- eM kX (t) dt, (1.2.7) 

for A on the imaginary axis. Generally k* cannot be calculated explicitly, but for the case 

involving bisemigroups, we are able to calculate k* by use of the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.2.10 (see /9]) Let Y be a finite dimensional complex linear space, and let 

k: R\{0} — L(Y) have the spectral exponential representation 

k(t) = CE(t; A)B, t #0. 

Set AX = A-— BC. Then det(I — k(A)) # 0 for all A on the imaginary azis if and only if 

A™ is an exponentially dichotomous operator. In this case (1.2.7) is satisfied by 

k*(t) = -CE(t; A”*)B, t £0, 

that is, 

[f-kA) t=] +| e'C E(t; AX)B dt, 

for X on the imaginary azis. 

We also obtain the following result for the inverse system when @ is BGK-admissible. 

Theorem 1.2.11 (see /10]) Let 6 = (A,B,C) be BGK-admissible. The following state- 

ments are equivalent: 

1. 0% is BGK-admissible 

2, det(I + C(AI — A)~1B) does not vanish on the imaginary azis 

3. A*™ has no spectrum on the imaginary azis 

11



4. A* is exponentially dichotomous. 

We now define a canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization. The factorization is with 

respect to some fixed, general Cauchy contour I in the complex plane. A Cauchy contour [ 

is a positively oriented boundary of a bounded Cauchy domain in the complex plane C such 

that the contour consists of finitely many nonintersecting closed rectifiable Jordan curves. 

We denote the interior domain of T by Fy, and the complement of Fy in the extended 

complex plane by F_. An important example is the case where [ is the imaginary line with 

Fy, equal to the open left half plane and F_ equal to the open right half plane. 

Definition 1.2.12 Let W(s) be amxm matriz function. Then a right canonical (spectral) 

factorization of W with respect to T is a factorization of the form 

W(s) = W_(s)W4(s) (1.2.8) 

where both W_ and W ! are analytic functions on F_ and W, and wy are analytic 

functions on Fy. 

Similarly a left canonical factorization just reverses the order of the product (1.2.8). 

1.3. Preliminaries 

We first establish some properties for the convolution of functions from L;,(R) 

for w < 0. We denote the convolution of f and g by 

frg(t)= [ f(t—s)g(s)ds. 
OO 

We note that LZ, (8) is closed under the convolution operation. 

Lemma 1.3.1 Forw < 0, let g and f be elements of [1,,(R). Then the convolution of f 

and g is in L,,,(®). 

Proof: 

12



A function v(t) is in L1,.,(R) if and only if e~“lly(t) is in Ly(R). We consider 

e~“ltl f x g(t) given by 

cll f « g(t) = J e7wltl f(t — 8)g(s) ds. 
—cCO 

Inserting s — s into the absolute value, we obtain 

eT Wl f + g(t) = [. ewwlt~stsl F(t — s)g(t). 
—OO 

In order to show that e~“l'l f * g(t) € L1(R), we must verify 

/ ~ enHltl f(t — 8)g(s) ds. < 00. 

The inequality |t — s+ s| < |t — s| + |s|] leads to 

p- e~ ltl) F(t — s)g(s)| ds < [. [ e~wlt-sl F(t — sell g(s) ds dt. 

The interior integral is the convolution of e~“!#l f(t) and e“l4lg(t). These two functions 

are in Ly(®) since f and g are in Ly,,,("). As is well known the convolution of two L;(R) 

functions is again L,(#). We thus obtain 

/ e744 f x g(t)| dt < co 

implying f * g(t) € L1,.(8).0 

Next we look at the convolution of an L7'(R) function and a D7’(R) function. 

Lemma 1.3.2 Let f € LT'(R) and g € DT (RK) , then fxg € DT (RK). 

Proof: 

Since g € D7 (RK) there is ah € LT (R) such that: 

n= fi h(s)ds, t<0, 

— f° h(s)ds, t>0. 
(1.3.1) 

Let w(t) = f*h(t)— f(t) [P2, h(s) ds. We want to consider £(f*g)(t). Note that (f*g)(t) = 

(9 + f(t), 80 EF * g)(t) = F(g* f)() where 

Glare = 5 fo olt-s)s(s)ds. 

13



The function g possibly has a jump discontinuity at zero. We handle the discontinuity by 

writing 

afr gt)= FUP g(t —s)f(s)dst f°. 9(t— 8) f(s)ds]. 

This gives that t— s is always nonnegative in the first integrand and always nonpositive in 

the second integrand. We now apply (1.3.1) to obtain 

S(fxg){t) = 
t ie 

aS [i3 h(r) dr f(s) ds oft [- h(r) dr| f(s) ds. 

Differentiating the integrals with respect to t leads to 

(feat) =~ fag h(r)dr f(t) + J h(t s)f(s) ds 
— fo° h(r) dr f(t) + fo. A(t — 8) f(s) ds. (1.3.2) 

Note that the first and third terms are the same integrand. Similarly, the second and fourth 

terms have the same integrand. We obtain infinite limits of integration by combining the 

first with the third term of (1.3.2) and the second with the fourth term of (1.3.2); 

“(f * g)(t) = [ . A(t — s) f(s) ds — / - h(r)drf(t). (1.3.3) 

We observe that the first term of (1.3.3) is the convolution of A and f: 

“OF *g)(t)=h* f(t)— [ h(r) dr f(t). 

Thus the derivative of (f * g)(t) is w(t) which is an element of L7*(#). We recover (f * g)(t) 

as 

fi, w(s)ds, t<0, 

— fr? w(s)ds, t>0. 134) 
jat)= | 

Hence f * g(t) € DT (R).0 

We now address the issue of left versus right Wiener-Hopf factorization, given the 

transfer functions Y; and Y_. The transfer funtion W(A) is an m X m matrix function 

defined by W(A) = I — &(A) where k = kg € L1,,(R) is the kernel associated with the 
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realization triple @ = (A,B,C), ie. W(A) = 14+ C(AI — A)1B. Let W()) have a left 

canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization W(A) = Y;(A)Y_(A) where 

¥,(A)= 14 Cy(AT — Ag) By (1.3.5) 

and 

Y_(A)=14+C_(AI- A_)'B_ (1.3.6) 

with 6, = (Az, By,Cz) and 6_ = (A_, B_,C_) being BGK-admissible realizations. This 

implies Y,(A) is analytic and invertible for ReA > —w and Y_(A) is analytic and invertible 

for ReA < w. 

Theorem 1.3.3 Let 6, = (Az, B,,Cy) and 0_ = (A_, B_,C_) be BGK-admissible real- 

izations. Then there is a unique solution Q : D(A_) > D(A4) to the Sylvester equation: 

AiQzx—-QA_x2 = —-B,C_x (1.3.7) 

for every zx € D(A_). Moreover, Q extends to a bounded operator from X_ to X4 given by 

Q=To,Ae_ for T and A as in (1.2.4) and Definition 1.2.5.3 respectively. 

Proof: 

Set Q = T'9,Ag_. Since the Ran(Ag_) is the finite dimensional space C™, the 

operator Ag_ is a compact operator and therefore bounded from X_ to C™. The operator 

I'g, is a bounded operator from C™ to Xz from the discussion surrounding equation (1.2.4). 

Hence @ defines a bounded operator from X_ to X4. 

Let ¢ € D(A_). For such z , (1.2.5.3b) gives us Ag_ = C_ E(t, A_)z. From (1.2.4) 

with I'9, applied to Ag_z, we obtain 

Qz = | E(t, Ay) B,C_E(-—t, A_)e dt. (1.3.8) 
0 

Even though formally this is the correct form for the solution of (1.3.7) from the well 

known finite dimensional case, we must worry about domains. From Definition 1.2.5.3b the 

operator Ag_ takes D(A_) into D7[’(R) and by Proposition 1.2.7 the operator Ig, takes 

D7? (KR) into D(A), hence Q takes D(A_) into D(A). 
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Let S be any solution of the Sylvester equation 

AySae—-SA_x = —-B,C_ez 

for every zx € D(A_). Premultiply by e4+' and postmultiply by e~4-! to produce 

eA+t ALS ~ SA_]e74-*z = —e4+' BL C_e4-'z 

for z € D(A_). Integrating both sides from 0 to oo gives 

[ eAt1A,S — SA_Je74-tz dt = — f A+B C_eA-tzdt. 
0 0 

A Note that since e4+' and e~4-* are both exponentially decaying the integral converges. But 

the integrand on the left can be rewritten as the derivative of a product to give 

oo d oO 

[ —le4+'Se-4-"lz dt = - | e4+' BL C_e74-*e dt. 
o dt 0 

Evaluating the integral on the left produces 

~Sr= - | e4+'B. C_e4-'z dt. 
0 

Hence, 

Sx = / At! B,C_eA-tz dt 
0 

for all z € D(A_). This S has a unique bounded extension to all z € X_ given by 

Sz=T;,A_z. Thus any solution of (1.3.7) necessarily must equal Q. 

Finally, we show Q is a solution of (1.3.7). Inserting (1.3.8) into the left side of 

(1.3.7) leads to 

AyQz—-QA_t = Ax fo? E(t, At) B4C_E(-t, A_)z dt 

—fo° E(t, Az) ByC_E(-t, A_)A_x dt. 

Since A, is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup, A; is a closed operator. We 

take A; inside the integral to obtain 

A,Qu-QA-z = JS? Ay E(t, Az) ByC_E(—t, A_)a dt 

— f5° E(t, Az) ByC_E(-t, A_)A_a dt. (1.3.9) 
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Since A; and A_ are generators of the respective semigroups, 

d 
Ay E(t, Ay )x = Git Ate when z € D(A) (1.3.10) 

and 

d 

dt 

Insert (1.3.10) and (1.3.11) into (1.3.9). Thus 

“ £(-t, A_) = E(-t, A_)(—A_), when x € D(A_). (1.3.11) 

A,Qz —-QA_ar= 

Ie° £E(t, Ay) ByC_E(-t, A_)z dt — f° E(t, Ay) B,C_4E(-t, A_)a dt 

=fo °° (E(t, A, )BiC_E(—t, A_)z| dt. 

The operators Ay and —A- are stable so that the fundamental theorem of calculus yields 

Ai, Qz —-QA_x = -—B,C_z, 

for every zc € D(A_). O 

By the Definition 1.2.12 of canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization, Y>'(Q) is analytic 

on the closed right half plane. Since Y;(A) is analytic and invertible in the closed right half 

plane, the equation 

(A— AXP = (A= Ag)t = (A= Ag) BEY TCE — Ag) 

holds for » in the close right half plane. Therefore A has no spectrum in the closed 

right half plane. By Theorem 1.2.11 the transfer function Y>'(A) has a BGK-admissible 

realization 6£ = (A{,—C , Bz) where AX = Ay — B,C y. Note that since Cy is A4- 

bounded and By; is bounded, By4C + is well-defined on D(Ay), so that D(AX) = D(A4). 

Also Y;7'(A) being analytic on the closed right half plane implies that A¥ is exponentially 

decaying as well. Analogous remarks apply to Y-'(A) with respect to the closed left half 

plane and its BGK-admissible realization 9% = (A*%,—C_, B_), where — A* is exponentially 

decaying. 
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Theorem 1.3.4 There is a unique solution P : D(A;) — D(A_) to the Sylvester equation 

AXPx—PAXx= B_Cyx for every rz € D(A;). (1.3.12) 

Moreover P extends to a bounded operator from X+ to X_ given by P = Tpx Agx for T and 

A defined as in (1.2.4) and Definition 1.2.5.3 respectively. 

The proof parallels exactly that of Theorem 1.3.3 and so will be omitted. 

The next consideration is the question of whether W(A) has a BGK-admissible 

realization if Y;(A) and Y_(A) have BGK-admissible realizations. From [6] we obtain the 

form of the product realization for the finite dimensional setting. The product system 

6 = 0,0_ = (A), B,,C,) is given formally by 

A, = 

  

Ay BsCL + By |. B 
0 AL -| ‘| Cy= [Cy cL]. (1.3.13) 

B_ 

Now we need to pick X; and X92 so that Definition 1.2.1 is satisfied. We take 

jo) meee | X;, = Im and X2=Im 
0 I 

I 
where Q is the solution of the Sylvester equation (1.3.7). | @ | is invertible and hence 

0] 

X =X, X2. 

Theorem 1.3.5 Let Y;(A) and Y_(X) be given and have BGK-admissible realizations 0, = 

(A4,B4,C4) and 0. = (A_,B_,C_) where Ay and AX are stable and A~ and AX are 

antistable. Then the product realization for W(A) is BGK-admissible. 

Proof: 

Define 6 = 046_ = (Ap, By, Cy) by 

Ay ByC_ B A, = + D+ | By= + 

0 A_ B_ 
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with D(A,) = D(A,) @ D(A_). Set 

4 ‘| X; =Im and X>,=Im 
0 I 

where Q is the solution of the Sylvester equation (1.3.7). 

We first check to see if D(A,) is dense in X. Due to the block diagonal structure of 

Ap, the domain of A, is contained in D(A;)@ D(A_). The operator C_ is A_-bounded and 

By is a bounded operator, hence B,C_ does not restrict the domain of A,, more precisely 

D(A,) = D(A) 6 D(A_). Therefore D(A,) is dense in X. 

Next we show that X; @ X2 reduces A,. Since A, is an unbounded operator, we 

show A,(X2M D(A,)) C Xo, specifically 

Q 
A,(Im p ‘ 

The vector z € X2M D(A,) implies that there is y € D(A_) so that 

eal 
From Theorem 1.3.3 we know Qy € D(A). We perform the matrix multiplication 

  

nda) cim| | 

      

Ay ByC_ | | Qy 
0 AL y 

_ | 44Qy+ ByC_y 
A_y 

Since Q solves (1.3.7) 

Ap | Gy | = our € Im | q | = X>. (1.3.15) 
y A_y I 

Due to the block diagonal structure of the operator A,, Ap(D(A,)N X1) C X . 

Hence X; © X2 reduces Ap. 
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A 
The operator A, restricted to X1 is Ay = | * | which generates a forward 

0 

time strongly continuous semigroup. The operator A, restricted to X2 by (1.3.15) is Ag = 

| ° | A_~ which generates a backward time strongly continuous semigroup 

E(t, Az) = 

  

QE(t, A_) 
E(t,A-) | 

Hence Ap, is exponentially dichotomous. Since Cy, is defined as in (1.3.13) it is clear that 

D(Cp) D D(A,). 

Now comes the task of constructing a Ag to satisfy (3) in Definition 1.2.5. Let 

Ag = [Ay, —Ay * AL + A_]. (1.3.16) 

The operator Ag operates on X1 @ X>. For each x € X1 @ Xo, there exists an x; € X, and 

z2 € X2 such that g = z1 + 42. The vector x; being in X, implies there is an zr; € X4 

I 
such that 7; = | | x4. The vector x2 being in X2 implies there is an x_ € X_ such that 

0 

r2= | @ | x_. We can now write 
I 

L=2%,+7%2= = . 
0! xr re 

Applying Ag to x we obtain 

Agt = Azay + AzyQa_ —ky x A-z_+A_z_. 

Since L1.,() is a subspace of L1(R), (ky * A_ )z_(t) determines a bounded linear operator 

from X_ into L7'(R®) such that 

2, / e~l#lll(ky # A_)e_|| dt < 00. (1.3.17) 

The operator A;Q also satisfies equation (1.2.5.3a) and maps X_ into LT'(#) linearly, 

since Q is a bounded operator from X_ to X,. The operators A; and A_ satisfy equation 
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(1.2.5.3a) since they are from BGK-admissible realizations. Hence the operator Ag defined 

in (1.3.16) is a bounded linear operator from X; @ X2 into L7'(R) and satisfies equation 

(1.2.5.3a). 

Consider the bilateral Laplace transform of Agz(t), denoted by Agz(A), defined by 

Aga(A) = Ayay(A) + AgQaz_(A) — ky A_z_(A) + A_z_(A). (1.3.18) 

From Theorem 1.2.8 and Definition 1.2.5.3b for 0, and 6_, the Laplace transform of A, is 

Ayay(d) = —Cy(AT — Ay) tr 4(). 

The operator Q takes X_ into X, implying 

Ay Qa_(A) = —Cy (AI - Ay) Qz_(A). 

From Theorem 1.2.8 and Theorem 1.2.9, we obtain 

—kyA_a_(A) = —Cy(AI — As)71ByC_(AI — A_)712_() 

and 

A_a_(A) = —C_(AI — A_)7}2_()). 

Hence (1.3.18) becomes 

Aga(A) = [-C, (AI — A4)™*, -Cy(AT - A4)77Q 

— Cy(AI — Ay)7' By C_(AI — A_)71 -— C_(AI- A) ] 
xz_(X) 

Straightforward algebraic manipulation then leads to 

Agx(A) = —C, (AI — Ap)7? | ° | | iy | , 

is just an element of X1 @ X>. Hence The product | Ie | | 7+(A) 
ae z_{X) 

  

Agz(A) = —C,(AI — Ap)712(A) for |ReA| < —w 

t+(A) | (1.3.19) 

(1.3.20) 

(1.3.21) 
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for z(A) € Xy @X>. 

Take z € D(A,) and write x = A7!z; then 

C,(Al — Ap)! = CpAz (Al — A,)7'2z, 

where C,A>* is a bounded linear operator from X into C”. From equation (1.5) in [9] 

Agx(A) = 

—CpAz! fe, et E(t; Ap)z dt — f°, eC, E(t; Ap) dt. 

Hence 

Agz(t) = C, E(t; Ap)z(t)) x(t) € D(A). 

We need to show Ag takes D(A,) into D7'(#t). We know A;, and A_ obey this 

desired property. By Lemma 1.3.2 the convolution ky * A_z_(t) € DT (R). But Q takes 

D(A_) into D(A;) so Ay Qz_(t) € D7’ (R). Hence Ag satisfies Definition 1.2.5.3b.0 

1.4 Left and Right Canonical Wiener-Hopf Factorization 

In this section we analyze the existence of a right canonical Wiener-Hopf factor- 

ization for a given matrix function analytic in a strip in terms of a given left canonical 

Wiener-Hopf factorization. We assume we know the factors Y; and Y_ of the left canonical 

factorization W(A) = Y4(A)Y_(A) with Y, and Y_ formulas given by (1.3.5) and (1.3.6), 

respectively. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for a right canonical Wiener- 

Hopf factorization to exist and we compute the factors W_ and W, of a right canonical 

factorization W(A) = W_(A)W (A) in terms of the realizations of Y,; and Y_. 

Theorem 1.4.1 Given Y, and Y_, mx m matriz functions, with BGK-admissible realiza- 

tions 

Y,(A) =14 Cy y(Al — Ay) 1 By (1.4.1) 

and 

Y_(A)=1+C_(AI- A_)"'B_, (1.4.2) 
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define W byW = Y,Y_. Let P and Q denote unique solutions of the operator Sylvester 

equations 

A, Qz-QA_x= -BiC_z for every xz € D(A_) (1.4.3) 

A*Px—PAtz= B_Cy2 for every x € D(Ay). (1.4.4) 

Then W has a right canonical factorization if and only if either I — QP is invertible or 

equivalently, if and only if 1 — PQ is invertible. 

Proof: 

Since W(A) = Y,(A)Y_(A), by Theorem 1.3.5 the transfer function W(A) has a 

BGK-admissible realization. The transfer function W~1(\) has a BGK-admissible realiza- 

tion by Theorem 1.2.11. Let P be the spectral projection for the left half plane of the A 

from the BGK-admissible realization of W(A). The operator P™ is the spectral projection 

for the left half plane of A* from the BGK-admissible realization of W~1!(A). From the 

realizations of Y;(A) and Y_(A), we obtain the realization given in (1.3.13), for notational 

convenience we drop the subscript p. 

From straightforward calculation the matrix AX = A — BC equals 

A* 0 
AX = | BC 1 | (1.4.5) 

—~B_C, A®* 

where AY = Ay — ByC 3 and AX = A_— B_C_. The operator A% is closed with D(A%) = 

D(A) since By is bounded while Cy is Ay-bounded. Similarly the operator A™ is closed 

with D( AX) = D(A_). Also o( Az) is contained in {A : Re < w} and o( A_) is contained in 

{\ : RedX > w}, where w < 0 is the exponential type of the strongly continuous semigroups 

generated by A, and A_. 

The block diagonal form of A implies o(A) = o(A;) Uo(A_) and 

I 
Xe=Kere= In|]. 
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Similarly, the block diagonal form of A* implies 

0 
X_ =ImP* =Im . 

I 

We need the ImP@KerP* decomposition of the state space in order to obtain the right 

canonical factorization. Since P and P™ are projections, the space complementary to 

I 
Im | | will have the form Im | q | . Formally, we require 

0 I 

Q Q 
acim] 2 )yemm| 8]. 

Since A is an unbounded operator, the precise statement is 

Q Q 40 | 7 PN D(A)) C | |. 

leet 2 I 

then z; € D(A) and zz € D(A_). The condition 

nemo] 
implies that there is a y € D(A_) so that 

eal 
Therefore y € D(A_) and Qy € D(A4) and 

[e}-[4 22] [%]- y 

| As Qy+ BsC_y | 

  

N D(A); 

    

A_y 
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In order for this product to be back in | @ | , we require 
I 

A A Qy | _ | QA-y . 

y A_y 

AiQy+ ByC_y = QA-y forall y € D(A_). 

Therefore, we must have 

Thus we need to solve the Sylvester equation (1.3.7) in order to obtain the right canonical 

factorization. The operators Ay and —A_ are stable implying by Theorem 1.3.3, that Q is 

a unique solution, bounded from X_ into X4 and takes D(A_) into D(A). 

Now by definition of the Wiener-Hopf factorization, o(A%) is contained in the 

{A : ReA < w} and o(AX) is contained in the {A : ReA > —w}. But Theorem 1.2.8 and 

Theorem 1.2.11 give us k*(A) € L1.(8). We see that the spectral subspace of A* for the 

right half plane is the coordinate space 

0 
Im = ImP™. 

I 

We compute the spectral subspace of A* for the left half plane. We assume that it has the 

form | . Invariance under A* amounts to 

x I x m I wroa[ "oe cim| 1] 
21 | I 

€ Im 

  

In more detail, if 

N D(A*) 

  

then by definition 
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for some y € D(A‘). The operator A* applied to | y | yields 
Py 

A* 

Ax| % l= +4 . (1.4.6) 
Py —B_Cyy + AX Py 

I 
The requirement that the vector in (1.4.6) be in | | leads to 

P 

Aty _| Aty 
—B_Cyy+ A Py PAXy 

Hence equating the second component of each vector is the Sylvester equation produces 

—B_Cyy+ A*Py = PAy for all y € D(AX). This matches equation (1.3.12). Theorem 

1.3.4 establishes the existence, uniqueness and form of the operator P. 

| Now if we apply Theorem 4.1 from [10], we conclude that the function W(A) has 

a right canonical factorization W(A) = W_(A)IW;(A) if and only if X = KerP 6 ImP* and 

6* is BGK-admissible. Combining Theorem (1.3.5) and Theorem (1.2.11), we obtain that 

our 8* is BGK- admissible. Note that X = KerP 6 ImP™ if and only if 

in| @ om| [=a 
I P 

We check this by testing the invertibility of 

ni 
I I 0 

We decompose this matrix by use of the transformations | ° | and | | as 
0 Pl 

1Q|]_ [1 Q]||[1-@P o 

PI! jou 0 7 

      

r 0 
_ | (1.4.7) 
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fede eS 8] as 
Therefore by (1.4.7) and (1.4.8) the invertibility condition is equivalent to the invertibility 

of either J — QP or equivalently J — PQ.O 

Theorem 1.4.2 When the conditions of Theorem 1.4.1 are satisfied, the factors W_(X) and 

W,(A) for a right canonical factorization W({A) = W_(A)W4(A) are given by the formulas 

W_(A) = 14+(C4Q 4 C_)(AI— A_) 1 (1 — PQ)7'(-—PB, + B_) (1.4.9) 

and 

Wi(A) = 14 (Cy + C_P)\I- QP) (AT — Ax)7'( Bs — QB_) (1.4.10) 

with inverses given by 

W_(A)"! = 

I—(C4Q+C_)U-— PQ)“ AI — Ay + B_C_)7(- PB, —QB_) (1.4.11) 

and 

Wy(A) b= -(Cy + C_P)(AT-— Ay + BxCy)UU —QP)1(B, -QB_). (1.4.12) 

To prove Theorem 1.4.2, we use the realization formulas in Theorem II.4.1 of [10]. 

We therefore define 

and xa=im| ¢ | : 

Also define the projection 7 of X onto X, along X2 by 

L 
T= 

P 

Theorem 1.4.3 The transformation 1 defined by (1.4.13) is the projection of X onto X1 

I 
X; =Im 

P 

  

(I- QP)“"[I,-Q] (1.4.13) 

  

along X2 if and only if 
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Proof: 

Let the transformation 7 be the projection of X onto X,; along X2 defined by 

equation (1.4.13). The operator x? is defined by 7?z = r(x). Insert formula (1.4.13) for 

mz to produce 

27 = I _ -1 _ I _ ~1 —~Olr 

rT . 

Multiplying [7,-Q] | P | out gives (I — QP) which cancels with (I — QP)~! to leave us 

with 

2 I -1 me = P (I-QP)"[T,-Q]z = rz. 

I 
Thus 1. holds. Now consider 7 | | applied to x. Inserting (1.4.13) leads to 

P 

I) Tf | oper eo! 2 |, 

“Lp |e=[p [ecorrea fe 
Again from the same multiplication as above results in 

I I vp_ope |! |e 
| i e= | [eon (I-QP) . 

Thus 2. holds. Finally we consider 2 | q | z. Inserting the formula (1.4.13), we obtain 
I 

2], [fy -opay_ol @ |. [sh-[j]e-0rm9[3} 
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The multiplication of [J, -—Q] | @ | is zero, hence 
I 

Hence 3. holds. 

Now given 1, 2, and 3 from above and the formula (1.4.13), we show 7 is the 

projection of X onto X, along X2. Due to the invertibility of (J - QP), we know that 

X = X;@X2. Therefore for r € X we can write x = 21 + 22 for some 2; € X, and 

Z2 € X2. We now calculate z applied to an element of X using the decomposition of X as 

follows: 

we = 0(2, +22) = 72,4 722. 

Property 3 from above implies mxz = 0, and Property 2 implies tz, = y,; where y, € Xj. 

Hence 7 is the projection of X onto X; along X2. O 

By similar arguments 

I[-nr= | ° | (I — PQ)" [-P, I] (1.4.14) 

is the projection of X onto Xz along X,.0 

Proof of Theorem 1.4.2: 

From [10] Theorem II.4.1, the right canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization W(A) = 

W_(A)W4(A) of W(A) is given by A € i® with 

W_(A) = 14+ CQAI- A) l(I- 1)B, (1.4.15) 

W,(A) = 14+ Cr(AI — A)7'B, (1.4.16) 

with inverses given by 

W_(A)7? = 1- C(I — 1)(AT — AX)7"B, (1.4.17) 

W,(A)7) = F- C(I A*)'rB. (1.4.18) 
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We apply (1.4.15)-(1.4.18) to the case where (A,B,C) arise from the product 

realization formed from the left canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization. Then with Q the 

solution of the Sylvester equation (1.4.3), we have the identities 

1 @ | | (I~ Ay) ° | r-@ | (1.4.19) 
0 1 0 (AT — A_) 0 oT 

QI- Ay l= | Pe | | (AT = Aa) ° | | P-@ | . (1.4.20) 
0 7 0 QI-A_.)? |] 0 7 

(AI- A) = 

    

and 

Substituting (1.4.20), (1.4.14) and 

into (1.4.15), we obtain 

W_(A)=I+ 

Os | (I — Ay)" 0 
| s7} | @ | (IT—- PQ) U[-P,IB. (1.4.21) 

0 (AI — A_)7! I 

Calculating S—! applied to | ° | gives 

Multiplying [—P, J|B produces 

[—P, [|B = (—PBy + B-), 

and C applied to S is 

CS =(Cx,C4.Q+C_]. 
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Substituting these calculations into (1.4.21) results in 

W_(A) = 14+ [C+,04Q0 + C_] | | (I — PQ)~*(- PB, + B_). 
(AI - AL)? 

Further simplification leads to 

W_(A) = 14+(C4Q 4+ C_)(AI — A_)'(1 — PQ)" (-PB, + B_). 

Hence (1.4.9) is formally verified. However, since we are dealing with unbounded operators 

we must also verify that the domains of the operators produce a well defined equation. 

The operator (-PB, + B_) takes C™ into X_ while (J — PQ) takes X_ into X_ and 

(AI — A_)7} takes X_ into D(A_). Since Q takes D(A_) into D(A), both Cy and C_ are 

applied to elements in their respective domains. Hence (1.4.9) satisfies domain constraints. 

Now we substitute (1.4.13) and (1.4.20) into (1.4.16) to obtain 

  

Wy) = I+ 

I QAI -— Ay)! 0 
C I~ QP)"[,-Q]$ S-'B. (1.4.22 | QP), -Q) |  arae (1.4.22) 

Ly], 
The operator C’ applied to | | is 

P 

I 
C | = (C+ +C_P), 

P 

while [J, -Q] applied to S$ results in 

[7,-Q]s = [7,0]. 

Finally, S~1 applied to B produces 

g-ip . | Be @B- 
5 . 
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Substituting these equations into (1.4.22) leads to 

pt (AI — Ay)7} 0 By —QB- 
(Cy +C_P)U - QP)" [1,0] 5 are || 5 | 

Further simplification results in 

W,(A) = 14 (Ci, 4+C_P)U- QP) UN (AT — Ay)7'(Bs - QB_). (1.4.23) 

We have formally verified the equation. We must still check domain constraints. The 

operator Q takes X_ into X, and (AI — Ay)7! takes X4 into D( Az). However in order for 

the domains to behave properly we need that ({ - QP)" must map D(A) back into the 

D(A,). If we have this then P maps D(A,) into D(A_) produces an element in D(C_), 

then Cy will be operating on its domain. We will prove the above constraints on (I[-QP)7} 

below. 

Using the form of A* from (1.4.5) with P, the solution of the Sylvester equation 

(1.3.12) leads to 

        

I AI — AX)! 0 I 0 
(AI -— A*) = Oy] +) (1.4.24) 

Pit 0 (AI — AX)! —-P I 

Substituting (1.4.24) and (1.4.14) into (1.4.17), we obtain 

“1 Q 1 
W_(A) =1-C ] (J -— PQ) 

I 0 AI — AX)! 0 I 0 
x [—P, I] ( +) B. (1.4.25) 

PI 0 (Ar — AX)" —-P I 

Define the transformation 

I 0 
T= . 

. QQ]. 
Applying C' to 7 give us 

C | ° = (C'4Q + C_), 
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while [—B, I] applied to T is 

[—P, IT = [0, J]. 

Finally applying the operator T~! to B produces 

By 
~PB, + B_ 

ma 

  

Making these substitutions into (1.4.25) results in 

W_(A)"! = T= (CxQ +C_)(I = PQ)"[0, 1 

      

AI — AX)7} 0 B 
x | § +) r , (1.4.26) 

0 (AI — AX)7} —PB,+B_ 

Multiplying the matrices out, we obtain 

W_(A)7! = 1- (C4. Q4+C_)\(I - PQ) MAI - AX)71(- PB, + BL). (1.4.27) 

Hence we have verified formally formula (1.4.11). 

Now we need to check domain constraints. The operator P takes X4 into X_, 

while (AT— A*)—! takes X_ into D(A_) and Q takes D(A_) into D(A) produce the proper 

domain constraints for the Cy if (I - PQ)~! maps D(A_) back into D(A_). We will verify 

the constraint on (I — PQ)7! below. 

Finally we substitute (1.4.14) and (1.4.24) into (1.4.18) to obtain 

W,(A) 1 =I1-C i 4 
ue PI 

(AI — AX)7! 0 I 0 I / “iy 

0 (AI — AX%)7} | |, | | | (I-QP)“[1,-Q]B. (1.4.28) 

rafal, 
Let 
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I 
Then C applied to T gives CT = (Cy +C_PC_], while T~! applied to | | gives 

P 

(-(] 
and [J,—Q] applied to B is [J,-Q]B = (By — QB_). Making these substitutions into 

(1.4.28) leads to 

      

W(A)7! = I - [Cy + C_PC_] | (A a ar ae | 

x ! (I- QP)'(B, -—QB_). (1.4.29) 

Multiplying the matrices out results in 

74 (A)7) = 1 - (Cp +C_P)(AT — AX) - QP)" (By - QB-). (1.4.30) 

This verifies (1.4.12) formally . 

Now we check domain constraints in (1.4.12). The operator Q takes X_ into X,, 

while (I — QP)7! takes X, into X4. The resolvent (AJ — AX)~! takes X4 into D(A,), 

while P takes D(A) into D(A_) satisfy the necessary domain constraints so C4 and C_ 

can be applied. Hence (1.4.12) is verified. 

We have left (1.4.10) and (1.4.11) verified under the condition that 

(I -—- QP)! : D(A,) — D(A;) and (J — PQ)7! : D(A_) = D(A_). We now analyze 

the inverse operator (I — QP)~!. The operator (I - QP) maps D(A,) into D(A4) since 

P: D(Ay) — D(A_) and Q : D(A_) > D(Ay). The inverse exist implying one to one, 

hence (I — QP)! : D(A,z) — D(A,) and similarly by the same argument 

(I —- PQ)7}: D(A_) = D(A_).0 
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Chapter 2 

Cascade Connection of 

BGK-Admissible Systems 

2.1 Definitions, Notations and Properties 

Different classes of semigroups arise from the precise sense in which the semigroup 

(T(€)] converges to the identity as € — O+. The classes as defined by Hille and Philips in 

[26] are 

(Co) lim, 0+ T(y)z = x for each z € X; 

(A) limy... AR(A)z = x for each x € X; 

(1,4) fo ||T(2)|| dt < 00 and (A) is satisfied; 

where R(A) is the resolvent operator given by {5° e~*'T(t)z dt. However, when the integral 

in class (1, A) is not satisfied, Hille and Philips define a generalized resolvent (see [26]) in 

order to make sense of the limit defining (A) class. The inclusion relationship between these 

classes is given by Theorem 10.6.1 in [26] as 

(A) D (1, A) 3 (Co). 

It is well known that an infinitesimal generator A of a Co—semigroup perturbed by a 

bounded operator B is an infinitesimal generator of a Co—semigroup. However, there are 
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more general results on perturbation of an infinitesimal generator. We first define a class 

of perturbation operators. 

Definition 2.1.1 (see /26]) Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of class (A). 

A linear operator B is said to belong to the class T(A) if D(B) = D(A) and BR(Ao; A) ts 

a bounded linear operator on X for some Xo € p(A). 

Definition 2.1.2 (see /26]) Let C and A be linear operators and suppose D(C) D D(A). 

We shall use the notation || C ||a= sup{||Ca|| : ||z|| < 1,2 € D(A)}. 

Definition 2.1.3 (see /26]) Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup T(; A) of 

class (1,A). A linear operator B is said to be of class B(A) if 

1. BE T(A), 

2. BT(&; A) defined on D(A) is bounded for & > 0, 

3. fo ||BT(E; A)||Adé < 00. 

We now state a perturbation result found in [26]. 

Theorem 2.1.4 (see /26]) Let T(£; A) be a semigroup of class (Co) and let B € B(A). 

Then A+ B defined on D(A) generates a semigroup T(£;A + B) of class (Co) and the 

series 

T(E;A + B) = Sx(6) 
n=0 

where So(£) = T(E; A) and S,(€)z = fe T(é — 0; A)BS,_1(0)z do converges absolutely, 

uniformly with respect to € in each interval of the form (0,8),0 < 8 < o. 

Here the operator B is the unique extension B such that an element x belongs to D(B) if 

and only if 

Jim, ABR(A; A)z = y 

exists, in which case Br= y. If the operator B is the restriction of a closed operator By 

then BC BC By. 
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2.2 BGK-admissibility of Product realization 

Let 8; and 82 be BGK-admissible realizations of the m x m transfer functions 

W,(A) and W,(A), respectively. The exponential type of the bisemigroup associated with 

6; is wy. Similiarly, w2 is the exponential type of the bisemigroup associated with @2. In 

this section we will show that the kernel associated with @ formed from the product of 

two BGK-admissible realizations is an element of Z,.,(h) where w = max{w,,w2}. The 

section opens by proving a result regarding the perturbation of an infinitesimal generator 

of a Co-semigroup. The section concludes with the main result of the chapter, the fact that 

the product of two general BGK-admissible realizations is BGK-admissible. 

Let Wy(A) = I — ky(A) and W2(A) = I — k2(A) be transfer functions where 

ky(t) € Ly..,(8) and ko(t) € Liu. (RK) have BGK-admissible realizations, 0; and 62. The 

function ,(A) indicates the bilateral Laplace transform of k,(A). Let w = max(w,,w), then 

ki(t) € Ly(R) and ko(t) € Ln(R) and as already been noted by Lemma 1.3.1 

ky «ko € Ly.,(®). 

Since 6, = (Aj,B,,C,) and 02 = (A2,B2,C2) are BGK-admissible there exist 

separating projections so that 

A 0 B 
Ay = + , By = + ’ 

QO AjL By 

Cy = [Ci4,C1-] 

A 0 B 
A2 = + , Bo = “+ ’ 

0 Ag Bo 

Cz = [Co4,C2_]. 

and 

The plus and minus are notations arising from (1.3.5), (1.3.6) and Definition 1.2.1. Note 

that the resulting 014,0,;_,624 and @._ are BGK-admissible. 

Theorem 2.2.1 Given 0,4 and 624 from above, then 

Ay, By4Co4 

0 Aot 
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generates a Co-semigroup. 

Proof: 

Take 

0 By4Co4 Ai, 0 

0 0 0 Ady | 

Note that D(Co4) D D(Aa4) since 624 = (A24, Bo4,C24) is a BGK-admissible realization. 

This implies D(.Bi4C2+) D D(A24). We take Bi4Co4 [pi 42,) to produce D(B) = D(A). 

B= A= 

      

Applying B to the resolvent of A gives 

  

0 Byy4C AI — Ai4)7 0 BR(; A) _ 142+ ( i+) _ 

0 0 (AT - Ao4)7} 

0 By4Co4(A — Agy)7} 
| 1+ Cr+ 2+) | for A such that ReA > w. (2.2.1) 

0 0 

We can show BR(A; A) is a bounded linear operator on X by showing By4C24(A— A2+)7! 

is a bounded linear operator on X2,. From Theorem 1.2.9 we know Co4(AI — A24)7! isa 

well-defined bounded linear operator depending analytically on A in the strip |ReA| < —w. 

The operator Bi4 is a bounded linear operator, hence By,C24(AI — A24)7! is a bounded 

linear operator on X24. Therefore we conclude B € T(A). 

Consider BT(£; A) defined on D(A) and € > 0 by 

T(€; A) = 

  

E(GAiz) 0 | | 
0 E(€; Ao+) 

Applying the operator B to the semigroup produces 

0 By4 C24 E(E; Ao+) | (2.2.2) BT(; A) = 
| 0 0 

From Definition 1.2.5.3b 

Ao42(t) = C24 E(t; Ao+)a(t) for x € D(A2+). 
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Definition 1.2.5.3b also implies Aj; is a bounded extension of E(&;Aq4) which maps X 

into LT,(&) . Combining (2.2.2) with the boundedness of A2;, we obtain the following 

inequality 

1 1 1 

f lar@ayiades [Bu bGArw) des fl BipAoe did. (2.2.8) 
0 0 0 

Increasing the limits for a positive integrand leads to 

1 oO 

[ | Big Any || dt < [ || Biz Agy. || at (2.2.4 

The supremum in the definition of the norm on the right can be written as a limit of an 

increasing sequence of functions. The B. Levi Theorem implies that we can pull the limit 

outside the integral to produce 

[ | Big Aoy. | dt < 
oO 

sup | || Bry || || Acgax(2) |] at. 
llzIl<1,2ED(A24) 70 

Since 1 < e~! for t € (0,00) and By4 is a bounded operator, we have 

1 

[ Bra) lla dg < 0. 

Thus the last inequality coming from 1.2.5.3b is satisfied yielding B € B(A). Hence by 

Theorem 2.1.4 

Airy Biy Cay 

0 Any 

  

generates a Cp-semigroup.O 

By paralleling the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, we obtain 

Aj By_Co_ 

0 A2- 

generates a Co-semigroup in backward time. 

Now we claim the product of two BGK-admissible realizations is BGK-admissible. 
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Theorem 2.2.2 Let W,(A) and W2(A) be two mxm transfer functions with BGK-admissible 

realizations 

A 0 B 
6, = t tT YL C14, CG] (2.2.5) 

O Aq By 

and 

A 0 B 
A = a+ ; at 4 [Co4, C2_] . (2.2.6) 

0 Ag Bo_ 

      

Then the product realization is BGK-admissible. 

Proof: 

From [6] we obtain the form of the product realization. Define 6 = 6,02 = (A, B,C) 

such that 

Ay4 0 By4Co4 By 4 Co By 

Aa| ° Ate Bi-C2e Bi-C2- |p _ | Bi (2.2.7) 
0 0 Aot 0 Bo 
0 0 0 A2- Ba 

C = [C14C1-C24C2_] 

with D(A) = D(Ai4) @ D(Ai_) 8 D(A24) 6 D(A2_). The domain of A is dense in X. 

Now we pick X, and Xg so that Definition 1.2.1 is satisfied. Take 

I 0 0 Q1 

0 I 0 
Xq = Im @2 and Xz = Im (2.2.8) 

0 6d! 0 0 

0 O 0 I 

where Qj is the unique solution of the Sylvester equation 

A14Qiz _ Q,A2_2 = —By,Co_z (2.2.9) 

for z € D(A2_), and the operator Q2 is the unique solution of the Sylvester equation 

Aj-Q2r _- Q2A242 = —By_Co42 (2.2.10) 
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for « € D(A24). Define 

fo 0 Q; 

0 I 0 g_ | % @ 
0/ 0 O 

00 0 T 

The operator S is invertible and hence X = X, G Xg. 

(2.2.11) 

Next we show X, @ Xg reduces A. Since A is an unbounded operator we need to 

show A(D(A)N X,) C Xq. This produces the requirement 

I 0 I 0 

0 0 
A( D(A) Im Qe )cIm Qe 

0 Tf 0 Tf 

0 0 0 O 

The vector Z being in Xq implies 

Ty [ 0 

L 0 
z=| "| €Im @2 |, D(A). 

£3 0 L 

L4 0 

Therefore there is yj4 € D(Ai+), yo+ € D(Aa4) such that 

21 I 0 Yi+ 

z-|™]- 0 Q2 Yi+ Q2Y2+ 

r3 0! Yot Yo 

r4 0 0 0 

Now we apply A to & to obtain 

Aug yig + B14 Co4Yo4 

A1-Qeoy24 + Bi-Co4yr4 

Ag+ 924 

0 

Az = 

(2.2.12) 
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Since Q2 solves (2.2.10), we can replace the second row entry in AZ to obtain 

Ais yig + Bi Coy I 0 

A 0 A By4C Az = Q2A24Y24 _ Q2 1441+ + 614024424 (2.2.13) 

A24 Yo+ 0 Tf Aa4Yo+ 

0 0 0 

hence AZ € Xq and (2.2.12) is satisfied. 

Next we show A(XgM D(A)) C Xg. The vector z being in Xg implies 

v4 

rq 
I= E XB q D(A). 

3 . 

r4 

Therefore there is y;_ € D(A,_) and y2- € D(A2_) such that 

zy 0 1 Q1y2- 

_ LQ I 0 Yi- Yi- 
t= = = 

L3 0 0) Yo- 0 

L4 0 J YyQ- 

Applying the operator A to Z produces 

Ai4+Q1yo- + B14Co-yo- 

_ Ay-yi- + By_-Co_ yo- 
Ai = 

0 

A2-Yy2 

Since Q, solves (2.2.9), we replace the first row entry in Az to obtain 

Q1A2- y2- 0 1 

—-yi— + By_Co-yo- Ay-yi- + Bi_Co_ yo- Az = Ai-y- + By-C2-y2 _ I 0 1-yi- + Bi_-Co_ y2 (2.2.14) 

0 0 A2-Y2- 

A2-Y2- 0 of 
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Hence Az € Xg satisfies A(XgM D(A)) C Xg. Thus Xz © Xg reduces A. 

Factoring the column vector w+ to the right in (2.2.13) leads to 

| Y2+ 

1 0 | 
0 A Bye 

A = Oa re Dae hat | Ut (2.2.15) 
ae 0 A24 Y2+ 

0 O   a 

for  € X_N D(A). Factoring the column vector | | to the right in (2.2.14) results in 
Y2- 

Ay By_C>- Yi- (2.2.16) 

0 A2- y2- 

Now when we consider A restricted to Xq ,we obtain from (2.2.15) 

i
 

for z € XgN D(A). 

I 0 

0 Q2 Ayy Bi4Coz 
Alx, = I 0 Ang 

0 «0 

where 

A ByaCc 
Aya | it Oe (2.2.17) 

0 Any 
but Theorem 2.2.1 gives that this generates a Co-semigroup for t > 0. The operator A 

restricted to Xg from (2.2.16) is 

Q1 
0 Ay By-C2- 

0 0 = Ag- 

I 

Alx, = 

| 
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where 

Ay By_C_ 

“=| ~ (2.2.18) 
0 A2- 

  

which generates a backward time Co-semigroup. Hence by Definition 1.2.1, A is dichoto- 

mous. Thus we have satisfied 1 of Definition 1.2.5. 

It is clear D(C’) D D(A) since D(Ci4.) D D(A14), D(Ci-) D D(A1_), D(C24) D 

D(Ao4) and D(C2_) D D(A2+). Thus we have satisfied 2 of Definition 1.2.5. 

Next we would like to calculate (AJ — A)~!. The similarity transformation S~!AS 

produces a block diagonal structure that is easy to invert. The operator $7! is given by 

Io OO -Q, 

00 I 0 

ss ; (2.2.19) 
0 Ff -Q, 0 

00 0 I 

then 

A 0 

SAS =| 0 * (2.2.20) 
0 AL 

Calculating the similarity transform of the resolvent of A produces 

STAT — Ay"S = (2.2.21) 
AI — Ay)7} 0 

» (2.2.22) 
0 (AI — A_)7} 

where 

AT — Ays)7) (AT — Aqg 71 B14 Cog (Al — Aoy)7? 
(AI - Ay) _ ( 1+) ( 14) 14 24( 2+) 

0 (AI — Ag4)7} 

and 

(AT - Ay_)7! (AI - Ay~)7!By_C_(AI - Ag-)7} | 
_ -1_ 

m “) | 0 (AI _— Ao-)7! 
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The resolvent (AJ — A)~! can then be obtained by premultiplying (2.2.21) by S and post- 

multiplying by S$! to obtain 

(AI — Ay)7} E 
0 (AI — Ag)7? 

where E is the following matrix 

(AT — Arg)7*Bi4Ca4(Al — Aog 7! Qi(AT — Az—)7* — (AL — A14)77Q1 

Q2(Al - Ao+)7'Qe (AT — Ay_)7!1 By_Co_(AT — Ay_)7} | . (2.2.23) 

If we take the Sylvester equation (2.2.9) and identify 2 € D(A2_) as z = (AI — Ap_)7!z for 

z € Xo_, this leads to 

(AT — Aya)Qi(AT — Ag_)7!2 — Qiz = ByyCp_(AI — Ag_)7!z. (2.2.24) 

Now for the Sylvester equation (2.2.9), identifying 2 = (AI — Ao4)~!y for y € X24 yields 

(AI — Ay~)Q2(AT — Aog) 7! y — Qoy = Bi-Ca4 (Al — Aas) ly. (2.2.25) 

Premultiplying (2.2.24) by (AJ — Ay4)7? and (2.2.25) by (AI — Ay_)~*, we obtain 

Qi(AI — Ag-)7!z — (AT — Aug)7'Qiz = (AT — Arg)71 Bi 4. C2 (Al — Ao_)7*2 

for z € Xo_ and 

Qo(AT — Aog)7 ly — (AL — Ay_) 1 Qay = (AT — Ay_)71 By_Cag (AT — Aog)oty 

for y € X94. Substituting these into (2.2.23) produces 

E= (AT _ Ay4)71By4 Cog (Al —- A24)7! (Al - Ay4)71Bi4.C2_(AT _ A,-)7} 

(Al _ Ay_-)7}By_-Co4(Al - Ag+)! (Al _ Ai-)7}By_C2_(AI — Ao-)7} 

We can now use this form to construct the transfer function for the product system and 

formally the form of A. 

Now we construct A to satisfy Definition 1.2.5.3; 

A= [Aq4, Ay-, —ky4 * Ags — ky- * Aas + Aas, —ky4 * Ag_ — ky * Ag + Ad_]. 
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The operator A is defined on X, @ Xg. The vector x; is in XQ if there exist 14 € Xq4 

such that 

I 0 214 

0 Q T14 Q2ro4 
ZY = = 

0 of tQ4 FQ4 

0 0 0 

The vector z2 is in Xg if there exist r;_ € Xj~ and rg_ € Xq_ such that 

0 Qi Q122- 

I 0 Ly ty 
t2 = = 

0 0 LQ- 0 

0 I £2-~ 

Forming the vector Z = z1 + £2 yields 

244 + Q122- 

_ Q2224 + 21- 
z= 

24 

092 

Applying A to % we obtain 

Az = 

Aq42ig + Ai4Qize- + Ar-Qoto4 + Ai_-a1- 

—ky4 * Ao42a4 - ky * Ag+224 + Aa4224 

—kyy * Ag-2%2- _ ky * Ag~22- + Ag-22_. 

(2.2.26) 

(2.2.27) 

(2.2.28) 

The compositions in (2.2.28) are bounded by Lemma (1.3.1), hence they satisfy Definition 

1.2.5.3a. Since Q, and Q2 are bounded operators and the A operators come from BGK- 

admissible realization, the remaining terms satisfy Definition 1.2.5.3a. 
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We now calculate the bilateral Laplace transform of Az(t) from (2.2.28) producing 

A 

Ar = 

Ay4214(A) + Ay_Qoz04(A) 

—ky4Ao4294(A) — by—An4224(A) 

+Ay_ay_(A) + Ay4.Qiz2_(A) + fig Ag—22-(A) 

—ky_Ag_29-(A) + Ap_ao_(A). (2.2.29) 

From Theorem 1.2.8 and Definition 1.2.5.3b for 64, 024, 0;— and 69_, 

Asgaiy(A) = -Cig (Al = Arg) t4.Q), 

Aoy@a4(A) = —Co4 (AT — Avy)! 224(A), 

Ay—ay_(A) = -Cy_ (AT — Aq_)7121_(A), 

Ag @q_(A) = —C2_(AT — Ag_)7129_(, 

heyy Arg o4(A) = Cig (AT — Arg)? Bry C24 (Al — Ang)? 224A), 

ky Agg.t94(d) = Cy (AIT — Ay_)7'By_-Co4(Al — Aggy) 7} 204A), 

kya Ag_2o_(A) = Cig. (Al — Arg. )71 B14. Co_ (AI — Ag_)7129_(A), 

ky Ag_ao_(A) = Ci_(AI — Ay—~)71By_C9_ (AI — Ag_)7}a2_(A). 

Making the above substitution into (2.2.29) together with the fact Qi : X2- — X14 and 

Qo: Xa4 — X1~ results in 

ASx(A) = —Cy4(AT — Agi )7!a14.(A) — C1_(AT — At_)71Qe204(A) 

—Ci4 (AL ~ Ar¢)7* Bi 4 Co4(Al — Ary)? 224(A) 
—Cy_(AI — Ay_)7 124 ~(A) — Cig. (AT — Aig) Q1t2-(A) 

—Cya (Al — Aqy)71 By 4 Co_ (Al — Any )7 1 22_(A) 

—Cy_(AI — Ay_)71By_C2_(AI — Ag_)7!22-(A) 

After algebraic manipulation, we obtain 

AS2(A) = —C(AI — A)7! S2(d). 
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Hence 

Az(A) = —C(AI — A)7#2(A) 

for | Re |< —w and 2(A)€ X, @X-. 

Take z € D(A) and write x = A7~!z then C(AI — A)7!z = CA7}(AI — A)7?2, 

where C’'A7! is a bounded linear operator from X into C™. From (1.5) in [9] 

Ae(A) = -CAs} | ” eME(t; A)zdt = — / ” eMCE(t; A)adt 

Hence (Az)(t) = CE(t; A)z for all g € D(A). We need to show Ag takes D(A) into D7’(R). 

We know the A operators take D(A) into D7'(R) since they are from BGK-admissible 

realizations. By Lemma 1.3.2 the convolutions are in D[’() for x out of D(A). The operator 

Qi maps D(A24) into D(A,4) and the operator Q2 maps D(A24) into D(A,_), therefore 

A satisfies Definition 1.2.5.3b. Thus we have proved that the product realization of two 

BGkK-admissible realizations is BGK-admissible.O 
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Chapter 3 

Regular Systems 

3.1 Introduction 

In this section we introduce a class of linear systems formalized by Weiss [40]- 

[43] called regular systems; this class is roughly the largest class of linear systems which 

have transfer functions and a realization theory analogous to the finite dimensional case. 

Preliminary versions of the ideas involved have appeared in work by Helton [24], Salamon 

{37], Pritchard and Salamon [33] and Ho and Russell [27]. 

3.2 Elementary Properties 

We wish to consider a large subclass of abstract linear systems namely the class of 

regular systems introduced by Weiss. First we introduce concatenation on L?,.([0, 00), W), 

where W is a Hilbert space. Let u,v € L? ([0,00),W) and let r > 0, then the r- 
loc 

concatenation of u and v, denoted u,v, is an element of L?,.([0,00),W) defined by 

u(t), for t € (0,7), 

w(t—7), fort >r. 
(uO,v)(t) = 

Now we give the formal definition of an abstract linear system in the Hilbert space context. 
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Definition 3.2.1 Let U, X, Y be Hilbert spaces, 2 = L*([0,00),U) and T = L?([0, 00), Y). 

An abstract linear system on Q, X and VT is a quadruple % = (T,®,L,F), where 

1. T=(T:)t>0 ts a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators on X, 

2. & = (#;)t>0 ts a family of bounded linear operators from Q to X such that 

®-4:(uwO,v) = T,B,u + Biv, (3.2.1) 

for any u,v € Q and any 7,t > 0, 

3. L = (Li)i>0 ts a family of bounded linear operators from X to T such that 

L412 = L,rO,L;T-2z, (3.2.2) 

for anyx € X and any7,t > 0, and Lo = 0, 

4. F=(Fi)ipo is a family of bounded linear operators from Q to Y such that 

F,4:(uO-v) = F,uwO,(L;®-u + Fv), (3.2.3) 

for any u,v € Q and any 7,t > 0, and Fp = 0. 

We will refer to T as the semigroup, ® as the input map, L as the output map and F as 

the input-output map. 

The motivating example for this definition of an abstract linear system is the finite 

dimensional case which is characterized by the system of linear equations 

z= Azr+ Bu, 2(0)= 20 

y= Cr+ Du 

where A, B, C, D are finite matrices of appropriate sizes. The associated abstract linear 

system is given by © = (T,®,L,F) where 

the semigroup is 

At 
Ti =e", 
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the input map is 

b,u= | eAl-°) Bu(c) do, 
0 

the output map is 

(L,2)(t) = Ce‘z, for t € [0,7), 

and the input-output map is 

(F,u)(t) = cf eAlt-*) Bu(o) do + Du(t), for t € (0,7). 

We will make use of the spaces X; and X_j, as introduced in Salamon [36] or 

Weiss [41], to extend the above definition to infinite dimensional systems. They are defined 

as follows. Let T be a semigroup on X with generator A. 

Definition 3.2.2 The space X; is D(A) with norm || x ||1=|| (G2 — A)z ||, where 6 € p(A) 

1s fixed. 

The || - |]; norm is equivalent to the graph norm. 

Definition 3.2.3 The space X_, is defined as the completion of X with respect to the norm 

l| 2 [[-1=| (G2 — A)~12 ||, 8 € pA) fized. 

The restriction T to X,, is a semigroup isomorphic to the original semigroup, and T has 

an extension to X_, which is also isomorphic to the original semigroup. We will use the 

same symbol to denote all three semigroups. The semigroup on X_, has a generator that 

is an extension of A € L(X,X). 

Next we define what will be an admissible control operator and an admissible 

observation operator for the semigroup T. 

Definition 3.2.4 Suppose that X and Y are Hilbert spaces and T is a Co-semigroup of 

operators on X and the space X, is as defined in Definition 3.2.3. An operator C € L(X1,Y) 

is an admissible observation operator for T if for some (and hence any) T > 0, the operator 

L, : X; — L*([0,00), Y) defined by 

CT,z, forO<t<r, 
(3.2.4) 

0, fort>T, 
(L,2)(t) = 

o1



for x € Xy, has a continuous extension to X. 

Definition 3.2.5 (see /41]) Suppose that U and W are Hilbert spaces and T is a strongly 

continuous semigroup of operators on X and space X_ 1 as defined in Definition 3.2.3. An 

operator B € L(U,X_1) ts an admissible control operator for T if for some (and hence for 

any) T > 0, the operator ®, : L?((0,00),U) + X_, defined by 

@,u =| T,_~ Bu(o) do (3.2.5) 
0 

has its range in X. 

Briefly we mention the infinite time extensions of L, and F,. We consider Q= 

L? ([0,00),U) as a Frechét space with the family of seminorms p,(u) =|| Pru ||z2, 2 € N loc 

where P,,u is the projection defined by 

u(t), for t € [0,7), 

0, for t > T. 
(Pru)(t) = (3.2.6) 

From Definition 3.2.1 we can derive the following formulas from the concept of causality: 

®,.P. = ®,F,P, (3.2.7) 

for any T > 0. The operators ®, and F, which are defined on 2, can be extended to 0 by 

continuity using (3.2.7) to define the extensions. We will use the same symbols to denote 

the extensions. Again from [42], let the space ! = L?, ([0,00),Y) be a Frechét space defined 
loc 

similar to 2, then the following limits exist in I, for any x € X and any u€ 0: 

Lor = lim L;z, 
TCO 

Fu = lim F;u. 
TOO 

Now we give a form for L. in terms of an observation operator. The formula 

(3.2.4) for L makes sense only for z € X,; our goal is to give an expression for L.. applied 

to a general element z € X. We extend our representation (3.2.4) of L by using the 
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Lebesgue extension of C as introduced in Weiss [40]. The Lebesgue extension of an operator 

C € L(X1,Y) is defined by 
r 

Cyz = lim ce T,2 do, (3.2.8) 
T>0 T Jo 

with domain D(C) = {x € X : limit in (3.2.8 ) exists}. The space D(C) with norm 

1 T 

le lloy=lle + sup C= f) Toxdo | 
r€(0,1) T JO 

is a Banach space. We have X; C D(Cz,) C X with continuous embeddings, and Cz, € 

L(D(Cx),Y). For any x € X and any r > 0, we have that T-z € D(C_) if and only if Lz 

has a Lebesgue point at 7, hence L,, has the following representation: 

(Lort)(t) = CLT yx, for a.e. t > 0. (3.2.9) 

From [42] if we have a regularity assumption, then the operator Cy(§7 — A)~'1B makes 

sense and is an element of L(X,Y) for 8 € p(A). We obtain a representation of F,, as 

(F.ou)(t) = C1 [ T,_oBu(o)do + Du(t), (3.2.10) 
0 

for any u € 2 and ae. ¢ > 0, just as for finite dimensional systems. Let us now give the 

required regularity assumption. For any v € U, let x, denote the constant function on 

[0, oo) equal to v everywhere, so x, € 1. The function 

Yu = Fox» (3.2.11) 

will be called the step response of © corresponding to v. 

Definition 3.2.6 (see [42]) Let & be an abstract linear system, with input space U and 

output space Y. We say & is regular if for any v € U, the corresponding step response Yy 

(given by (3.2.11)) has a Lebesgue point at 0 (i.e. the following limit exists in Y). 

1 T 

Dv=lim— | y(o)do. (3.2.12) 
TOT Jo 

In that case, the operator D defined by (3.2.12) is called the feedthrough operator of the 

system Xi. 
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Most systems arising in practice (for example from PDE’s) actually satisfy a much 

stronger condition than (3.2.12) namely lim;9 xy(7) exists for any v € U. The next propo- 

sition gives further insight into the properties of regular systems. 

Proposition 3.2.7 (see [42]) Let 5 = (T,®,L,F) be an abstract linear system, with input 

space U, state space X, and output space Y. Let A be the generator of T, let B be the control 

operator of % and let C be the observation operator of &. We denote by Cy the Lebesgue 

extension of C. The following conditions are equivalent: 

1. & is regular, 

2. for some s € p(A) and any v € U, (sI — A)“!Bv € D(C_z), 

3. Cy(sf — A)7'B is an analytic L(U,Y )-valued function of s on p(A). 

Finally from Weiss [42], we have that the feedthrough operator D is an element of L(U,Y). 

3.3 Regular Admissible Triples 

This section considers under what conditions does the triple (A,B,C) form a regular 

system. In ([40]-[43]) Weiss assumes that an abstract linear system is given and that one 

obtains C and B from formulas contained in [40] and [41] respectively. Curtain and Weiss 

in [18] give sufficient conditions for a triple (A,B,C) to form an abstract linear system; we 

will call such a triple an admissible triple. The following is an adaptation of the result of 

Curtain and Weiss. 

Theorem 3.3.1 If U, X and Y are Hilbert spaces, w is a real number less than zero and 

(A,B,C) ts a triple of operators such that: 

1. A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T on X such that T determines 

two new Hilbert spaces, X,; and X_, given by Definitions 3.2.2 and 3.2.8, 

2. Be L(U,X_}1) is an admissible control operator for T on X (see Definition 3.2.5), 

3. C € L(X1,Y) ts an admissible observation operator for T (see Definition 3.2.4), 
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4. The Lebesgue extension Cy of C exists, and the expression Cy(AI — A)“1B € L(U,Y) 

for A € p(A) and ts bounded as a function of X in some right half plane 

{A : Rer > —w}. 

Then (A,B,C) ts a regular admissible triple. 

Before we prove this, we need a definition from Curtain’s paper on representations 

of infinite dimensional linear systems [15]. 

Definition 3.3.2 Let U, X and Y be Hilbert spaces and let T = (T,),>0 be a Co-semigroup 

on X with appropriate spaces X; and X_,. Let B € L(U,X_1) and C € L(X1,Y). Suppose 

B is an admissible control operator for T and that C is an admissible observation operator 

for T. Then we define the transfer function for the triple (A,B,C) to be a solution H : 

p(A) > LUU,Y) of 

H(s)- H(B) _ 
s—p 

for 8,8 € p(A), and s F B. 

—C(sI — A)7'(61 — A)'B (3.3.13) 

Note that H is determined only up to an additive constant. 

Proof of Theorem 3.3.1: 

Conditions (1)-(3) coincide with the first three hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 from 

[18]. We verify that (A,B,C) generates an abstract linear system by showing that our 

condition (4) implies condition (iv) in Theorem 5.1 of [18], namely that there exists an 

a € ® such that some (and hence any) solution H : p(A) — L(U,Y) of equation (3.3.13) is 

bounded on {s: Res > a}. Finally, condition (4) combined with Proposition 3.2.7 implies 

that (A, B,C) is regular. 

Let H be the transfer function of the triple (A,B,C). From Definition 3.3.2 we have 

that H solves 

H(s) — H(8) 
s—6 

for s,3 € p(A) and s # @. Chooses with Res > —w and fix G. Now solve (3.3.14) for H(s) 

to obtain 

= —C(sI — A)"'(B1— A) 1B (3.3.14) 

H(s) = (8 — s)C(sI — A)7'(61 — A)"1B + H(). (3.3.15) 
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Now consider H(s) applied to u € U: 

H(s)u = (8 —s)C(sI — A)7'(91 — A)"'Bu+ H(B)u. 

The double resolvent expression (s[ — A)~'(GJ — A)~' Bu is in Xj, hence it is in the domain 

of C. If the operator Cy, is the Lebesgue extension of C, then we replace C by Cy in (3.3.15) 

to give 

H(s)u = (6 — s)Cz(sI — A)"\(8I — A)" Bu + H(A)u. 
We insert the double resolvent identity to obtain 

H(s)u = Cy|(sI — A)7' — (81 — A)']Bu+ H(B)u. 

Multiply through by Bu to produce 

H(s)u = C{(sI — A)7! Bu — (61 — A)" Bu] + H(B)u. 

But property (4) guaranties that C,(AJ — A)~!Bu makes sense for all \ € p(A), hence we 

can apply Cy over the difference: 

H(s)u = Cy(sI — A)"'Bu—C,(61 — A)"' But H(B)u. 

Since is a fixed value we have that D = —C,(GI — A)"'B+ H({) is a bounded (constant) 

operator from U to Y. The operator Cz(sJ — A)~'Bu is a bounded function of s on the 

right half plane {s: Res > —w}, hence H(s) is a bounded function on the right half plane 

{s: Res > —w}. This verifies condition (iv) of Theorem 5.1 from [18] as required. Thus the 

triple (A, B,C’) generates an abstract linear system. Finally, condition (4) also asserts that 

we satisfy (2) of Proposition 3.2.7; this implies that the triple generates a regular system. 

3.4 Additive Decomposition of the Product realization ofa 

Rational Stable and Antistable Regular System 

In this section we present some partial results on the realization of the cas- 

cade product of a rational stable and antistable regular system as a regular system. Let 
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(A,,B4,C4) be a rational stable admissible triple (i.e. o(A;z) C {A : RerX < wy}). Let 

(A_,B_,C_) be an antistable regular admissible triple (ie. o(A_) C {A: ReA > —w}) in 

the sense that 

(AI + A_)7'B_u € D(C_z) 

for u € U with —A_ the generator of a Co-semigroup of exponential type w_. Take w = 

max(w_,w 4). Let both systems have feedthrough operators equal to J. We now calculate 

the product realization of the antistable and stable system. From [6] we obtain the formal 

realization of the product 

A~ B_C BL 
Ap = . » By = Cp = [C_, C4] 

0 Ay By 

We make rigorous sense of this formal realization by obtaining an additive stable-antistable 

decomposition. To do this we must split A, into a stable and an antistable part. 

We first proceed formally as if all operators were bounded. From the upper tri- 

angular structure of A,, it is easy to identify the spectral subspace associated with the P? 

I 
right half plane as X, = Im | F The spectral subspace of the left half plane must 

0 

be complementary to Xq, therefore it must be of the form Xg = Im | 0 | . Form A as 

f -Q IQ ae ; , 
Ap . Substituting A, into this form produces 

0 of a 

A= I -Q A~ B_Cy I Q 

o 7 0 Ay or | 

. IQ 
Postmultiply A, by i : 

0 
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Further manipulation yields 

gu | 4- 4-Q+ BC+ -QAy 
0 Ay 

Hence we can diagonalize A, if Q satisfies the Sylvester equation 

QAzz— A_Qz = B_Cyz (3.4.16) 

for z € X;. From the fact that the spectra of A, and A_ are disjoint, we have that Q exists 

in the form Qz = — fo° T7 B_CyT} zdt for z € X,. We rewrite (3.4.16) in an alternate 

form. Let | ReA |< —w then (3.4.16) becomes 

Q(AI — Ay)z — (Al + A_)Qz = -B_Cyz (3.4.17) 

for z € X;. By premultiplying both sides of (3.4.17) by (AJ + A_)~! and identifying 

z= (AI — A,)'2 for z € X41, we obtain 

(AI + A_)7*Qa — Q(AI — Ay) "la = -(AI — A_)'B_Cy(AI — Ay)o' 2 (3.4.18) 

for z in X4. 

We want to be able to interpret the transfer function (C,)z(AI — Ap)7Bpu, for 

“se 
e=I0-c41| | o 

= [C_,C_Q+C4]. 

u € U. Calculate 

and 

The transfer function (C,)z(AI — Ap)~!Bpu equals Cy(AI — A)~1 Bu if Q satisfies (3.4.18). 

We multiply the resolvent of A against B: 

(Cy)L(AI — Ap)! Byu = C,(AI — A)“ Bu 
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G (Al — A_)7!(BLu— QB, u) 0 
= UL 

0 (AT — Ay) 1 Byu 

where u € U. Now we premultiply by Cz, to obtain 

CL(Al _ A)! Bu = 

(C_),(AT — A_)7'(B_u ~ QByu) 

+((C_)tQ + Cy) — Ay) * By. (3.4.19) 

The main technical difficulty is the interpretation of the transfer functions involving Q By, 

and (C_),Q. 

The feedthrough operator D = I for each transfer function presents no technical 

difficulty and so can be ignored in the following discussions. In [37] Salamon introduces 

a very useful vector space Z, that is defined for a controllable pair of operators A and B 

by Z = D(A) + (Al — A)“1BU for some 4 € p(A). (Note that Z does not depend on the 

choice of A). It is clear for a regular system that Z must be contained in D(C_z) since 

C'y(AI — A)~'B is a bounded operator for \ € p(A). The space Z_ indicates the Z space 

associated with the triple O_. 

Now that we have formally derived the additive decomposition of the product of 

a rational stable and antistable regular system and identified some technical difficulties to 

be addressed, we state a sufficient condition to verify the existence of the stable-antistable 

additive decomposition of the product of a rational stable admissible system with an anti- 

stable regular admissible system. The approach for the proof is to appeal to Theorem 3.3.1 

to verify the terms in the additive decomposition are regular admissible systems. Some 

of the verifications of hypotheses are rather involved and are separated into propositions. 

Proposition 3.4.2 verifies that (C_),Q is an admissible observation operator for T+ which 

satisfies hypothesis (3) of Theorem 3.3.1. The point of Proposition 3.4.3 is to verify that 

QB, is an admissible control operator satisfying hypothesis (2) in Theorem 3.3.1 for T~. 

In Proposition 3.4.4 we verify that the transfer function of (Ay, B4,(C_)_Q) is bounded 

on aright half plane, a key part of hypothesis (4) of Theorem 3.3.1, and Proposition 3.4.5 
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verifies that the transfer function of (A_,@B,,C_) is bounded on a left half plane, a part 

of hypothesis (4) of Theorem 3.3.1 for an antistable regular triple. 

Theorem 3.4.1 Let (Ai, B4,C 4) be a finite dimensional stable triple and (A_, B_,C_) 

an antistable regular triple, where both are assumed to have feedthrough operators equal to 

I. If the solution Q of (3.4.16) takes X4 and into Z_ then the cascade connection of the 

antistable system (A_, B_,C_) with the finite dimensional stable system (Ai, B4,C+) has 

an additive decomposition into stable and antistable regular systems. 

Before proving Theorem 3.4.1 we establish the needed preliminary propositions. 

Proposition 3.4.2 The operator C = (C_),Q (restricted to X) is an admissible obser- 

vation operator for T*. 

Proof: 

If z € D(A,) then y(t) = CT}2z is continuous. We need to show that for some 

T>0O 

ll 9 Wz2Jo,71< M Il 2 IIx, 

in order to guarantee a continuous extension to X;. Substituting the form of Q into 

y(t) = (C_),QT} 2, we obtain 

y(t) = (c-ye f T) B_C,T{T} 2 dp. 
0 

We make the change of variable —(u +t) = o we obtain 

-t 
y(t) =(C_)_ | Tr,_,B-C4Tt, «do. 

oO 

Let v(o) = Cy Tt, 2. Since Cy is an admissible observation operator for T+, we have + a + 

ll (+) ILe2[-o0,9 S$ ¥ Ile |Lxy (3.4.20) 

and 

yt) = (Cn [ Tiy-¢B-v(o) do 
—OO 
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Take 7 = —t and set 9(t) = y(—t) to produce 

y(7) =(C_)z I. T>_, B_v(a)do. 

The operator —A_ generates an exponentially stable semigroup and (A_, B_,C_) is a 

regular admissible triple leading to 

{| G+) Iz2p-oo,07$ K lle Uz2,-c0,0) - (3.4.21) 

Insert (3.4.20) into (3.4.21) and replacing 7 with -t to yield 

Il y(t) |Iz2f0,00) AK |J x |x, 0 (3.4.22) 

Proposition 3.4.3 The operator QBs is an admissible control operator for the exponen- 

tially decaying semigroup T. 

Proof: 

Since T~ is exponentially stable, we can define the operator 

® : L?([0,00),U) — (X_)_, by 

Gu = f T> QB, u(oc) do. (3.4.23) 
0 

It is easy to verify that QB, is admissible for T~ if and only if the range of ® is in X_. 

This is equivalent to the statement that for any step function u € L?((0, 00), U) 

|| @u |[x_< M || u [Ir2I0,00) - (3.4.24) 

(Note that for step functions u we always have @u € X_, so the left-hand side of (3.4.24) 

makes sense.) Since the set of step functions is dense in L*([0, 00), U), (3.4.24) implies that 

® extends continuously to an operator from L?([0,00),U) to X_). 

To prove (3.4.24) we must establish some properties. First from Theorem 2.2.2 in 

[32], we have that there exists a negative real number w (the exponential type) and a real 

number N > 1 such that 

[TS || < Ne’. (3.4.25) 
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Let (0) = QB,u(c); we claim ||r(c)||x_ is in L?[0,00) as a function of o. Since 

By is a bounded operator from U to X_, and the operator Q is a bounded operator from 

X44 into Z_, we obtain 

IIz(o)Ilx_ < lO Bs]1 le(o)l] (3.4.26) 

for each o. We square and integrate both sides to produce 

J elo) ao < QBs I? [ Ilu(o)IP ao. (3.4.27) 
The right hand side of equation (3.4.27) is finite since Q. By is a bounded operator and since 

u € L?([0,00),U); hence ||z(-)||x_ € £7[0, 00). 

To conclude the proof of the proposition, we consider 

Iallx. =I [ TeQBsu(0) dallx. (3.4.28) 
We make the substitution z(o) = Q By, u(c) and bring the norm inside the integral to obtain 

ulx. = [Itz 2(@)|lao. (3.4.29) 
Since T> is a semigroup of bounded operators, the definition of the operator norm leads to 

Ts 2(o)Ilx_ < ITZ l2(llx-- (3.4.30) 
We apply (3.4.25) to the inequality (3.4.30): 

Pz 2(o)||x_ < Ne?" |[x(o)||x_.- (3.4.31) 
Integration of this estimate produces 

[lizzzollx aos f° wer le(oyllx_ ae. (3.4.32) 
The function Ne”? is in L?[0,00) and we already observed that ||z(o)||x_ € L7[0, 00); 

therefore by the Holder’s inequality, 

I ITZ e()llx_ do < Ne?" Ilalllle()Ix_ lle < 2 (3.4.33) 

Recalling (3.4.29) we obtain 

| Bullx_ < N(—5 INQ Bs Illu(orle (3.4.34) 
Thus ®u can be extended as needed and QB, is an admissible control operator for T~ .O 
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Proposition 3.4.4 The transfer function of the triple (Az, B4,(C_)_Q) is bounded and 

analytic on {A : ReA > w}. 

Proof: 

The transfer function of (A,, By,(C_)1Q) is (C_),Q(AI— A4)7! By. Since o( Ay) 

is contained in {A: Rev < w}, 

(I — Ay) = / eet at (3.4.35) 
0 

is bounded and analytic on {A : ReA > w}. Since By is a bounded admissible control 

operator, 

2(\) = | erteAt* B dt (3.4.36) 
0 

is bounded and analytic on {A : ReX > w}. The operator (C_)z is bounded from D((C_)z) 

to Y and is an admissible observation operator for the antistable regular admissible triple 

(A_, B_,C_) (i. e. Z- C D((C_)z)). The operator Q is a bounded operator from X¥4 into 

Z_, therefore it follows that the operator (C_)_@ is bounded from X4 into Y. Hence 

(C_),Q(AI - Ax)! By = (C_)LQ | eteAtB, dt (3.4.37) 
0 

is a bounded analytic function on {A: ReA > w}.0 

Proposition 3.4.5 The transfer function of the triple (A_,QB4,(C_)L) is bounded and 

analytic on {X: ReX < -w}. 

Proof: 

The transfer function for the triple (A_,QB,,(C_)z) is 

(C_)p(AI — A_)"QByu (3.4.38) 

for u € U. Since By is a bounded operator, Byu is in X;. The operator Q is a bounded 

operator from X4 into Z_ producing z = QByu is in Z_. The space Z_ is defined to be 

(ul — A_)~1BU + D(A_) where p is any fixed number in p(A_). We can therefore find u 

in U and z in D(A_) such that 

z=(pl—A_) ‘Butz. (3.4.39) 
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Substitution of (3.4.39) into (3.4.38) yields 

(C_)i(AI — A_)7) (ul — A_)71B_ut(C_)y (AI — A_)7! 2. (3.4.40) 

The resolvents are bounded and analytic on {A : ReA < —w}. In the first term B_u is an 

element of X_,; since B_ is a bounded map of U into X_,. The double resolvent expression 

(AI — A_)7!(yI — A_)7! is a bounded map from X_; into D(A_). The operator (C_)y is 

a bounded operator from D((C_)_) > D(A_) into Y. Hence the first term in (3.4.40) is a 

bounded analytic, U-valued function on {A : ReA < —w}. 

Next note that z is in D(A_), the resolvent (AJ — A_)~! is a bounded operator 

from D(A_) into D(A_) and (C_)z is bounded on D(A_). Hence the second term in 

(3.4.40) is bounded and analytic on {A : ReA < —w}. Thus the transfer function for the 

triple (A_,QBi,(C_)z) is bounded and analytic on {A: ReA < —w}. O 

We are now ready to complete the proof of 3.4.1. 

Proof of Theorem 3.4.1: 

From (3.4.19) we have a candidate form for the additive decomposition given by 

C(I — A)! Bu = 

(C_)L(AI — A_)7"(B_u — QByu) 

+((C_)LQ + Cy)(AT — Ay)  Byu. (3.4.41) 

It is given that (A_,B_,C_) is a regular antistable admissible triple and (A+, By,C +) 

is a finite dimensional stable triple, hence we need only show that (A_,QB,,C_) and 

(A,, By,(C_)_@) are regular admissible triples. We show this by satisfying the conditions 

of Theorem 3.3.1. 

We have already noted that A; and A_ generate Co-semigroups. The operator 

A_ generating a backward time semigroup and since A, is finite dimensional it generates 

the semigroup e“+‘. Thus we have satisfied condition (1) of Theorem 3.3.1. 

Since (A,, By,Cy) is a finite dimensional stable triple, by definition By, is a 

bounded admissible control operator for the semigroup Tt (see [42]). From Proposition 

3.4.3 we have that QB, is an admissible control operator for T~. Thus (A_, QB ;,C_) and 

(A,, By,(C_)zQ) satisfy condition (2) of Theorem 3.3.1. 
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Since (A_, B_,C_) is a regular admissible triple, by definition C_ is an admissible 

observation operator for T~ (see [40]). By Proposition 3.4.2 it follows that (C_),Q is an 

admissible observation operator for T+. Thus (A_,QB,,C_) and (Ay, B4,(C_)LQ) both 

satisfy condition (3) of Theorem 3.3.1. 

The transfer function of the triple (A_,QB,,C_) given by 

(C_)i(AI — A_)~'Q By, is defined and bounded on {A : ReA < —w} by Proposition 3.4.5. 

Proposition 3.4.4 demonstrates that the transfer function of the triple (A;, Bi,(C_)LQ) is 

a bounded operator from U into Y and is a bounded function of for {A : ReA > w}. Thus 

we have satisfied condition (4) of Theorem 3.3.1 

For both (A_,QB,,C_) and (A+, By,(C_)ztQ), we have now verified all the hy- 

potheses for Theorem 3.3.1 implying that the triples (A_,QB4,,C_) and (A, By,(C_)1Q) 

are regular admissible triples. We conclude that there exists an additive stable-antistable 

decomposition of the product of a finite dimensional stable triple with an antistable regular 

triple as asserted. O 

An interesting open question is whether Theorem 3.4.1 holds if the finite dimen- 

sional stable triple is replace by a general regular stable triple. 
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Chapter 4 

Sensitivity Minimization of the 

Delay Transmission line. 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we consider the physical example of the delay transmission line. 

We use this example to show how to apply some of the previously developed theory. In 

Section 2 we present and develop the sensitivity minimization problem. Section 3 will setup 

the mathematical notation for the delay transmission line problem. This section contains 

calculations of the state spaces X, and X_ as well as the calculation of the adjoint system 

and its appropriate state spaces. In Section 4 we show how the weighted sensitivity problem 

with an outer rational weight (i.e. a rational weight function W such that W and W—! are in 

H@©) for the delay transmission line reduces to the Nehari problem. The reduction process 

requires use of the additive decomposition developed in Chapter 3. Section 4 contains 

many calculations in an attempt to adapt the formulas of Ball and Ran [5] as generalized 

by Curtain and Ran [17]. In conclusion we are left short of a method of interpreting the 

formulas even though the computation of the building blocks goes smoothly. 
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4.2 Introduction to the sensitivity minimization problem 

The sensitivity minimization problem is to construct for a given plant P (see Figure 

4.1) stabilizing compensators C such that the transfer function from u; to e, is minimized 

in the infinity norm. This is the optimal version of the problem. The finite dimensional case 

results in a unique compensator C which unfortunately may not be proper. An improper 

compensator is not a physically implementable solution to the sensitivity minimization 

problem. Often a suboptimal version of the problem namely, to construct compensators 

C so that the norm of the transfer function from u; to e; is less than or equal to some 

tolerance o slightly larger than the optimal value oo of the norm, is solved instead. This 

results in a linear fractional parameterization of a family of compensators which satisfy the 

suboptimal problem, many of which are proper. In practice, this parameterization gives 

added flexibility to pick the appropriate compensator based on other design constraints. 

The weighted sensitivity minimization problem involves controlling the infinity 

norm of the transfer function from u; to e, multiplied by a weighting function. Weighting 

functions are used in emphasizing control of certain frequencies. We develop the problem 

more precisely. Let the known plant be given by an m X m matrix function P(s). We obtain 

the following equations from Figure 4.1 

u; — Peg =e] 

ug + Ce, = €2. 

Solve the system of equations for u, and ue: 

uy =e, + Pe 

ug = —Ce, + €2. 

We write this system of equation as the following matrix equation: 

uy L P €1 

uz -C TI €32 
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When J + PC is invertible, we can solve for e,, €2 in terms of u1, ug; the result is 

| e1 | _ | (+ PC) -+PC)1P | | uy | (4.2.1) 
€2 (I+CP)'C (14+ CP)"} u2 

The compensator C' is said to stabilize the closed loop system if e; and e2 are in vector- 

valued H? with respect to the right half plane whenever uw, and wz are in H?, (i.e., if the 

four functions (J + PC)~!, (+ PC)7!, (1+ CP)7!C and (1+ CP)7! are all in matrix 

valued H® with respect to the right half plane). The Hardy space H™ of the right half 

plane possesses the norm 

Il F lloo= sup{|F(Gw)| :w € RY. 

The H? norm of || f lo is 

I f(s) fo= Cf HN ls) IP. ds). 

For details on Hardy spaces H* and H® see Hoffman [28] and see Rosenblum- 

Rovnyak [35] for the vector and matrix valued case. From (4.2.1) we see that the transfer 

function from u, to e; is given by the equation 

ej = (I + PCY * uy. 

Let 

oo = inf{|| W(1 + PC)“ ||: C stabilizes P}, 

where W is an outer weighting function (e.g. W, W-! € H®). The suboptimal weighted 

sensitivity minimization problem is then to choose C stabilizing so that 

sup{|| Wer leill wi [I< 1} <0 
where o > oo. By rescaling the weight, the problem can be posed in the form 

sup{|| oc 'We, |lo:|| u1 [|< 1} < 1. 

In the case where P itself is stable, it turns out (see Zames [45])) that C is internally 

stabilizing for P if and only if Q = C(I + PC)7! is stable (i.e. Q € H©). Solving for C in 

terms of Q, we first obtain 

C =Q(I+ PC). (4.2.2) 
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We collect the terms involving C on the left: 

C-QPC=Q. 

Factoring C to the right produces 

(I-QP)C =Q. 

We solve for C' by use of the inverse (I-— QP)7!: 

C=(1-QP)'Q=QU- PQ)". (4.2.3) 

Equating expressions (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) for C yields 

QUI + PC) = QU - PQ)". 

Thus 

(7+ PC)=(U- PQ)". 

Making this substitution into the weighted transfer function from u; to e; produces 

ao WI4+ PC) wu = (0 'W- 0 |WPQ)u. 

Our main interest in this chapter will be the case of a scalar stable plant. Then we observe 

that Q = o-!WQ isin H® if and only if Q isin H®. Let o- 1WPQ = PQ and W = o'W, 

we then obtain 

| oI WT+ PC) [l2=|| War — PO [ho - 
This implies that the sensitivity minimization problem has the alternative formulation 

min{|| W — PQ |loo: Q € H™}, 

and that the suboptimal problem is to characterize all Q € H™ such that 

| W = PG loos 1. 
In Section 4.4 we will reduce the problem for the case where P(s) = e~”* further 

to a Nehari problem and seek in Section 4.5 a state space implementation of the solution 
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via J-inner-outer factorization due to Ball and Helton [11]. The state space formulas for 

the solution have been obtained via this route by Ball and Ran [5] for the rational case, by 

Ran [34] for the class of BGK-admissible plants and by Curtain and Ran [17] for the class 

of Pritchard-Salamon systems. 

4.3. The mathematical setting for the delay transmission 

line 

The delay transmission line was presented by Weiss in [42] as an example of a 

regular system. We present the abstract linear system for the delay transmission line. Let 

X, the state space, be L?{[—h,0], where h > 0, and let T be the left shift semigroup on X 

with zero entering from the right, i.e., for any 7 > 0 and ¢ € [~A, 0], 

z(€C+7), for¢+7r<0, 

(Tr2}(@) = 0, for C +r > 0. 

Set the input space U be equal to the complex numbers C, and for any r > 0 and ¢ € [—A, 0], 

define the input map by 

u(C€+7), for¢+7>0, 
,u)(C) = 
(Peu)(6) ‘ for¢+7< 0. 

Let the output space Y also equal to C and for any 7 > 0 and t € [0,7], define the output 

map by 

a(t—h), fort-h<0, 
(L,2)(t) = 

0 fort-—h> 0. 

For t > T we require (L,2x)(t) = 0. Finally, for any 7 > 0 and t € [0,7], the input-output 

map is given by 

a(t—h), fort-—h>0O, 
(F,u)(t) = 

0, fort-—-h< 0. 

For t > 7 we require (F,u)(t) = 0. The system © = (T,®,L,F) forms an abstract linear 

system. 
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Now we present a realization triple to describe this regular system as in Weiss [42]. 

We define the concept of absolutely continuous functions in order to define the domain of 

the semigroup generator. 

Definition 4.3.1 Let f be a compler-valued function defined on a subinterval J of the ®. 

Suppose that for every ¢ > 0, there is 6 > 0 such that 

d |f(de) ~ Flee)l < 
k=1 

for every finite, pairwise disjoint family {(cx,dg)}~_, of open subintervals of J for which 

Sipe (de — cK) < 6. 

Then f is said to be absolutely continuous on J. 

We denote by AC[—h,0] the space of all complex-valued functions f absolutely continuous 

on [—h, 0]. By a standard result from real analysis (see [25]), a function f(x) in AC[—A,0] 

can be written in the form 
0 

f(t) = f(b) + f ols)ds 
where g € L![—h, 0]. Define the operator A to be ¢ with domain equal to 

X, = {rx € AC[—h, 0] : z(t) € L?[—h, 0], 2(0) = 0}. 

The space X_, is the completion of L*[—h,0] with respect to the norm 

¢ 

ela=l f° 2@)do Ian 
This space can be identified concretely as the space of continuous linear functionals on 

X} = {x € AC[-h, 0]: « € L?[—h,0] and z(—A) = 0}, where an element f € L*[—h,0] is 

associated with the linear functional 

0 
Ly(9) = [, F(s)a(s)as, 

for g € Xj}. Since U is one dimensional, the control operator can be identified with an 

element B € X_1, namely the delta function” at 0 considered as a linear functional on Xj 
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which we will denote é9{7). The observation operator C is just point evaluation at -h acting 

on X; which we will denote x_,(7). We now define the Lebesgue extension of C, denoted 

Ci, by 

Cre = lim f a(—h + C)d€. 

The D(C_z) is the set of x € L*[—h,0] which have a Lebesgue point at -h. From Definition 

3.2.6 of a regular system, we need to check that 

Dv = lim i Yy(o) do 
0 TO T 

exists, where y, = F.Xy. The function x, is the constant function on [0, oo]. If r < h then 

Foxy = 0 therefore 
1 ft 

Dv= lim — | Odo 
TO T Jo 

exists and is zero. 

Now we want to calculate the set up for the adjoint system. Let u € X, then 

Oo. , 
< Au,z >= / u(t)2(t) dt. 

h 

Integrating by parts we obtain 

0 , 0 , 
< Au,z >= u(t)2(t) |°, - / _w(t)z(tat = u(0)2(0) ~ u(—h)2(—h) + [ | u(t)(—2(0) dt. 

The evaluation at zero produces u(0)z(0) = 0 since u € X,. Therefore in order to insure 

< Au,z >=< u,A*z > for all z in the domain of A*, we define A*z = —z with domain 

equal to Xf. Hence z € Xf if it is an absolutely continuous function on [—h,0] with 

z(t) € L?[—h,0] and z(—h) = 0. This produces A* = -¢ and the T* semigroup generated 

by A” is the right shift semigroup with the zero entering on the left. For ¢ € [—h,0], 7 > 0 

z(¢-7T), for¢—r>-—h, 

(Tr#)G) = 0, for ¢ -7 < —h. 

The space X*, is the set 

0 
{f € L?[-h, 0]: Ls(g) = I, f(s)g(s) ds is a continuous linear functional for g € X1}, 
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with the ||-{|_1 norm. Note that the dual of X¥_,, denoted (X_,)*, under the pairing 

<f.g>= [ f(a)g(a) do 

is Xf, and the dual of X1, denoted (X,)*, is X*,. We have that B* is therefore just point 

evaluation at 0 acting on Xf. The operator C* is the "delta function” at -h thought of 

as a linear functional on X;. The operator C* maps C into X*,. The domain D(B7) of 

the Lebesgue extension BF of B* is the set of L?[—h,0] functions with a Lebesgue point 

at 0 in the classical sense. By Remark 5.4 in Curtain and Weiss [18] (A,B,C) is a regular 

admissible triple if and only if (A*,C*, B*) is a regular admissible triple. 

4.4 Reduction to the Nehari problem 

The plant for the delay transmission line is P(s) = e~**, which is an inner function 

(i.e. P*(s)P(s) = I on the imaginary axis), hence P~!(s) = P*(s) on the imaginary axis. 

The suboptimal sensitivity minimization problem has been reduced in section 4.2 to finding 

Q € H® such that 

| W- PG loos 1. 
Multiplication by P is an isometry on L* since P*(s) = P~'(s) on the imaginary axis. This 

gives 

|| W — PQ |loo=|| P(P*W — Q) lloo=l| P*W — Q |loo - 

Hence for any P such that P*P = J on the imaginary axis, we may reduce the sensitivity 

minimization problem to finding Q € H® such that 

|| PW -Q |) <1. (4.4.4) 

The operator P*W is in L® (the space of functions bounded on the imaginary axis). This 

is the suboptimal version of the Nehari problem. 

For the delay transmission line problem we are using a rational outer plant W. 

Therefore P*W is the product of an antistable regular system having the transfer function 
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P* with a stable rational system having the transfer function W. We will calculate the 

additive decomposition of 

[P"W] = [PW]. + [PW] 
from Theorem 3.4.1. Since [P*W], € H™ and [P*W], — Q = Q € H®™, the Nehari type 

suboptimal problem is reduced further to 

| P*W - Q ||=|| [P*WI- - Q IIs 1. 

We apply Theorem 3.4.1 to the calculation of [P*W]_ as follows. Since W is a 

rational matrix function there exists a finite dimensional realization (Ay, By, Cu, I). It is 

an assumption to take D,, = J. The realization for P* is (—A*,C*, -B*,0). When we form 

the product realization, we obtain 

    

C = [-B",0] 

Substitution of these expressions into (3.4.16) produces the Sylvester equation 

A*Q2+ QAywzt = C*Cyx (4.4.5) 

for z € Xy. Note X,, is the finite dimension state space for W. From the finite dimensional 

theory, we expect the form of Q should be 

Qz= - | T*C*Cye4' zdt 
0 

for z € C™. Let Xj C X C X*, be the spaces associated with the triple (—A*, C*, —B*). 

The operator Qz must be interpreted as an element of X*,. The space X*, is a set of 

continuous linear functionals on X,. The operator C* is the delta function at -h and 

Cye4»tz € C. Therefore we must apply T7é_,(r) against a test function in Xj in order to 

interpret the integral 

(Qz][u] = [- [ ” CyeAutzTt6_;(7) dél[u] 
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as a function. We note that [T76_~(7)|[u] = [6_,(7)][Tiu] produces 

(Qz][u] = - [. I Cyett 26_p(r)Tyu(r) dt dr. 

We apply the semigroup to u giving 

(atte =— [Coed teba(ryy MEDD rT tts 
“Awe 0, for r+t>0. 

The fact that r+ t < 0 implies t < —r. Therefore the nonzero portion of the integral is 

[Qz][u] = - [ [- Cyet'z6_p(r)u(r + t) dt dr. 

We introduce a characteristic function in t in order to obtain square limits producing 

0 h 

(Qz][u) = - / | Xo,-7](t)CweA**26_p(r)u(r + t) dédr. 

By interchanging order of integration, we obtain 

(Qaltul = - [ xpon(Cucttu(t — hat, 

The change of variable s = t — h leads to 

(Qallu] =~ [ xjnaiis-+ h)Cuete lO zu(s) ds. (4.4.6) 

The characteristic function is identically 1 since s +h € [0,h] for s € [—A,0]. In general the 

distribution @z may be identified with the function f if the identity 

0 
(QzIful = [ f(s)u(s)ds 

holds. From (4.4.6) we identify Qz as the function 

Qz= —~CypeAulst*) x, 

In order to verify Qz solves the Sylvester equation (4.4.5), the equation must be 

interpreted as an element of X*,. For u € D(A) this produces 

[A*Qz + QAyz][u] 
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= [Qz][Au] + [(QAwz][u] = [. —Cye4ult*) 2u(t)dt 

0 
+ / —CyeAvlt) A, zu(t) dt. (4.4.7) 

~h 

Integrating the first term by parts, (4.4.7) becomes 

[A*Qz + QAwz][u] = 

—CyeAvlt#*) zu(t) 2, + / ; Cyetultth) 4 2u(t) dt 

— fo, CyeAult+*) A, zu(t) dt 

[A*Qz + QAyz2][u] = —Cye4v™ zu(0) + C,,zu(—h). (4.4.8) 

By definition u(0) = 0 whenever u is in D(A). Inserting u(0) = 0 into (4.4.8) produces 

Cyzu(—h) = / | §_4(t)Cyzu(t) dt = (C*Cy2][u]. (4.4.9) 

From (4.4.9) we conclude 

[A*Qz+ QAwz][u] = [(C*C.,2][u]. 

Since Q satisfies the necessary condition in Theorem 3.4.1 obtain the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 4.4.1 The transfer function P*(s) of the adjoint system for the delay transmis- 

sion line has the regular antistable realization triple (—A*,C*, —B*), where 

A* = -— C™ = é_z, 

B* = xo(t) (4.4.10) 

with spaces 

Xj = {z € AC[-h,0]: 2 € L*[—h,0] and z(—h) = 0} 

and 

{f € L?[—h, 0]: L;(g) = f°, f(s)g(s) ds is a continuous linear functional for g € X1}. 
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The domain D( Bj) of the Lebesgue extension By of B* is the set of L?[—h,0] functions 

with a Lebesgue point at 0 in the classical sense. Define W to be the transfer function of a 

rational outer plant with realization (Aw, Bu,Cw,1). Let Q solve (4.4.5). The operator Q 

takes X4 into D( BY) since Qz = —C,,e4v'+")z, We therefore obtain from Theorem 3.4.1 

that the product P*W has an additive decomposition as stable and antistable systems of the 

transfer function of 

P*W =([P*W]_ + [P*W], 

where 

[P"W]y = —BEQ(A - Au)" Bu 
and 

[P*W]_ = —BR(AI + A*)(C* — QBy). 

4.5 State space formulas for the J-spectral factorization. 

Rather than present precise results, in this section we merely formulates the ques- 

tions to be resolved for a successful completion of the state space approach to the sensitivity 

minimization problem for a delay system. This section addresses the Nehari problem for 

the function [P*W]_ namely; find @ € H© for which || [P*W]_ — Q |l.o< 1. The starting 

point for our analysis is the following prescription for the linear fractional description of the 

set of all solutions in the suboptimal case from Ball and Helton [11] (see also Ball and Ran 

[5)). 

Theorem 4.5.1 Let K be a given function in L®. Then there exists functions Qe HH 

for which 

| K -Q |lo< 1 

if and only if the Hankel operator Hx : H? — H+ given by 

Hx th > Pyos(Kh) 
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has || Hx ||< 1. Moreover in this case there exist 2 x 2 matrix functions 

O(s) = 

and 

H(s)= 

such that the set of all errors 

| O14(s) 

i O21(s) 

| Hii(s)   H(s) 

©O12(s) | 

O22(s) 

H2(s) 

H2(s) 

  

{F=K-Q:Q€H® and || F |lo< 1} 

is given by 

F=(0yG+ 012)(O2G + O22)" 

and the set of all approrimates 

{Q:Q€H@® and || K -Q |lo< 1} 

is given by 

Q = (Hi1G + Hy2)(HaG + He2)7! 

where G ts a free parameter H™-function with || G |lo< 1. Here the matriz functions © 

and H are determined by the requirements that 

I 0 
1. O* JO = J on the imaginary azis, where J = | i | . 

0 — 

2. H and H~? have matriz entries in H® and, 

ae 

IK 
3. L= 0H}, chew b= | | 

If K is a rational and antistable with realization 

K(z)=C(zI- A)'B (4.5.11) 
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then H is given by 

nor) | _CP 
* 

(AI + A*)“1( — QP)“1IC*, QB] (4.5.12) 

  

0 Tf 

  

where P and Q are the controllability and observability gramians defined as unique solutions 

of the Lyapunov equations 

AP + PA* = —BB" 

A*Q4+QA=-C"C. 

We would like to use the theory of regular systems to make sense of the state 

space representation (4.5.12) for H(A) for the case where (A, B, C) is the state space 

representation for [P*W_] given in Theorem 4.4.1. However due to the twisting induced by 

the factor (J — QP)7} in the formula, this goal up to now has proved to be elusive, so we 

leave this as an open question. 
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